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ABSTRACT 

An evaluation of the effectiveness of angle-of-attack instrumenta- 
tion in the training of student pilots to private pilot certification 
was conducted by comparJ.ng flight performances and other related meas- 
ures between a control group and an experimental group. The experi- • 
mental group differed only in that they would use angle-of-attack in- 
formation in addition to airspeed. 

Such measures as time to first solo, tot.il hours, overall perform- 
ance in three flight checks failed to indicate any significant differ- 
ences between the groups. When the flight check performances were 
analysed by maneuver, significant differences did appear in favor of 
the angle-of-attack group in the performance of slow flight, downwind 
leg for normal landings, and final approach for short-field landings. 

Flight performance data and results are open to question inasmuch 
as the experimental students were permitted to use both the angle of 
attack and the airspeed indicators. Although emphasis was placed on 
angle of attack until solo, rate of learning of the experimental stu- 
dents was affected by the need to teach and treuuitlon the student to 
the use of airspeed information. 

The use of angle-of-attack instrumentation requires new instruc- 
tional techniques and a new training syllabus. The teaching end use of 
angle-of-attack information enhances the intellectual understanding of 
basic aerodynamics and aircraft control. Reliable angle-of-attack 
instnmentation also emphasizes the limitations of airspeed information 
in determining optimum aircraft performance. 

It is recoBDtended that evaluation of angle-of-attack instrumenta- 
tion in the training of student pilots be continued using an experimen- 
tal design which can discriminate between the effectiveness of angle- 
of-attack and airspeed instrumentation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

PURPOSE 

How good is angle-of-attack information and what is its value In 
the training of general aviation pilots? 

To answer these questions an experimentation program was designed 
and carried out by the Department of Aviation of The Ohio State University 
for the Aircraft Development Service of the Federal Aviation Administra- 
tion. 

The express purpose of the experimentation program was to evaluate 
the effectiveness of angle-of-attack Instrumentation in the training of 
student pilots to private pilot certification. Tbla report documents 
the program and presents the findings, conclusions, and reconmendations. 

GUIDELINES AND OBJECTIVES 

Listed below are the basic quidelines for the experimentation 
program as provided by the FAA. 

1. Fifteen students shall be selected as an experimental group for 
training in an aircraft using an angle-of-attack Instrument 
display, and fifteen students selected as a control group for 
training using the current required flight instrumentation for 
general aviation aircraft. 

2. Experimental group students shall be trained to the required 
performance for a private pilot certificate using the angle-of- 
attack instrument in addition to the airspeed. The normal 
syllabus sequence shall be used under as uniform conditions as 
possible for each student in both groups. 

3. Students will proceed at their individual pace rather than being 
handled as a class group. 

k.    The performances of students in the experimental group shall be 
compared to perfcnaances of students in the control group. 

With the preceding guidelines in mind, the objectives proposed for 
the experimental program were to determine answers to the following 
specific questions. 

A. Does angle-of-attack Instrumentation facilitate flight training? 

5. If so, to what measurable degree can this be shown? 



C. Specifically, In which aspects of the student flight program is 
there a significant difference of performance? 

D. Would the use of angle-of-attack instrumentation require new 
instructional techniques and revision of the currently tradi- 
tional training syllabus? 

E. Could the vise of angle-of-attack instrumentation lead to 
revised standards for private pilot proficiency? 

F. What disadvantages and problems are incurred through the use of 
angle-of-attack instrumentation? 

G. What insights can be gleaned from the experiments from which 
future research may profit? 

BACKCaOUND 

Although the concept of angle of attack is fundamental in the aero- 
dynamics of all aircraft, one should not be surprised to learn that pilots 
have been taught to fly aircraft with little or no knowledge of the role 
of angle of attack. To better understand why this is so, seme historical 
explanations would be appropriate. 

The  concept of angle of attack was recognized by the early pioneers 
in aeronautics as basic to the understanding of lift and lift efficiency. 
Attempts to measure angle of attack go back to Wilbur and Orville Wright 
who used an angle-of-incidence indicator in their early experiments. 
But, characteristically, state-of-the-art lags state-of-the-mind. The 
technical development of angle-of-attack devices has been fraught with 
problems of reliability, accuracy, sensor dynamics, displays, and, to a 
large extent, subjective opinions. Furthermore, as the airplane began 
to develop, greater emphasis was placed on speed rather than lift 
efficiency, hence the development and use of the airspeed indicator as 
a flight control instrument. 

In this country twe organizations contributed greatly to a quantita- 
tive understanding of angle of attack. The forerunner to the CAA, as 
early as 1918, began studying ways of providing stall warning because of 
the large number of accidents which resulted frcn stalls. NACA, on the 
other hand, was using angle-of-attack devices for recording flight data. 
In 19^1 CAA and NACA ccmbined their investigatioiu.. Their findings 
showed that the stall was a function of angle o" attack and not airspeed. 
Tests by the CAA in 19^ confirmed earlier tests by United Airlines that 
airspeed at the stall point was a function of the flight configuration, 
whereas angle of attack remained relatively constant (i.e., independent 
of flight configuration). 

Active interest in the development of angle-of-attack devices began 
in 19l*6 when AMD began an extensive series of flight tests. Initial 



Interest was in their use for airborne rocket-launching systems. SmanArles 
of these tests and subsequent developnent of the angle of attack as a 
flight control instrument are excellently described in Reference l£.* 
For a historical development prior to 19^6, Reference 13 is reccnmnded. 

In recent years, angle-of-attack information has been widely touted 
by the U. S. Navy for use during carrier landings and specific aircraft 
configurations. More recently, interest has been shown in the operation 
of large ^et aircraft to determine optimum pitch attitude Just after 
rotation.15 The U. S. Air Force has shown positive interest in the use 
of angle-of-attack information on STOL aircraft.2 Even today's executive 
business Jets are experimenting with angle-of-attack devices for Improving 
pilot performance during high-altitude maneuvers an well as in the landing 
phase.  As the state-of-the-art Improved so has acceptance of angle-of- 
attack devices. 

The present use of the airspeed indicator to verify climb and 
approach attitudes, let alone stalls, is traditional. Ignoranco as to 
the meaning of angle of attack in aircraft performance appears to char- 
acterize the novice pilot. The student is taught to control airspeed 
with pitch attitude (for constant power) and that "certain airspeeds are 
proper" and airspeeds 'touch lower" are to be avoided! His c- '•responding 
visual reference is his aircraft attitude with respect to tbt. natural 
horizons. 

Today's training aircraft are becoming larger, faster, heavier, and 
more complex. In the landing phase (during which most of today's acci- 
dents occur) the student must learn a wide range of airspeeds, depending 
on the aircraft load and configuration; even then he exhibits great 
uncertainty as to his margin of safety from the stall. His outside 
references tend to deceive him, particularly when he is unable to coor- 
dinate his descent with throttle control. His awareness of any increased 
rate of descent (and hence, increased angle of attack) is not well 
developed. At night this awareness is many times more difficult. 

Thus there exists a growing body of evidence that "angle of attack" 
should be used as a flight control instrument. But up to this time, 
there has been conspicuously little information on the vise of angle-of- 
attack information in the training of student pilots. It would seem 
that for the student pilot, there always exists the need for unambiguous 
verification of the proper aircraft attitude whenever in a high angle- 
of-attack maneuver, such as short-field landings and take offs, slow 
flight, or btalls. 

A listing of references is given in Appendix A. 



THE EXPERIMEMTAL PLAN 

The e^perjjnentatlon program was orginally designed to be carried 
out during the Autumn quarter (October - December, 1967) with approxi- 
mately 13 to l8 matched pairs of students.    Each student of the matched 
pair was to be randomly chosen for the control group or the experimental 
group.    However, a concurrent and Independent experimentation program 
for the FAA resulted In considerable modification of the angle-of-attack 
program.    In particular, the resulting selection and numbers of students 
required the program to be conducted over both the Autumn and Winter 
academic quarters.    The following description of the angle-of-attack 
program Is based on «mailer experimental and control groups In Autumn 
quarter (labeled EA and CA, respectively) and a similarly composed pair 
of groups (EW and CW) In the Winter quarter. 

STODENT SELECTION 

Each student completed a background questionnaire (Appendix H) and 
most of the students completed a battery of aptitude and personality 
tests (Appendix 0).    Assignment of the students was randomly made Into 
the experimental or control group.    The composition of each group is 
shown in Tables I - IV. 

INSTRUCTOR ORIENTAIION AND ASSICaMENT 

Orientation and assignment of flight instructors was the responsi- 
bility of the Chief Flight Instructor.    An orientation lecture was given 
to all flight instructors, as was individual demonstration and practice 
flights.    Considerable difficulty was initially encountered by the 
instructors regarding both the use of the instrument and how to effec- 
tively teach with it.    These difficulties were further compounded by a 
series of maintenance and reliability problems occurring during the 
.Autumn Quarter.    These problems will be discussed in detail later in the 
report.    By the beginning of the Winter academic quarter, the angle-of- 
attack system was replaced by a much Improved system which proved to be 
completely reliable and trouble free.*   Also at the beginning of the 
Winter quarter, a training manual was developed and issued to each 
instructor and student in the experimental group.    (This training manual 
comprises Appendix 6.) 

It was intended to assign at least one experimental md one control 
student to each instructor. A sunmary of flight instructors* qualifica- 
tions is presented in Tables V and VI. 

*DeBcription of the angle -of-attack instrumentailon is presented 
on pages 13-19* 
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The program of flight training vised In both the experimental and 
control groups, was to follow closely the approved syllabus (Appendix C), 
This program allows the student to proceed at his own pace. Encourage- 
ment was given to all Instructors to Introduce short-field landings well 
before the Stage II flight check. There were no major changes In the 
program for the experimental group. 

Flight checks were given to all students at scheduled Intervals. A 
minimum of three flight checks were used for the angle-of-attack program. 
The first check, or Stage I check, occurred between 9 and 13 hours. A 
Stage II check was given at about the 20-hour point. The final flight 
check was either the ROTC final evaluation ride or the private pilot 
certii'ication ride. In the case of the experimental students, their 
final flight checks were repeated, during which a set of selected maneu- 
vers was flown without the use of the angle-of-attack system. The flight 
profiles for each flight check are described in Appendix D. 

The Stage I and II flight checks were administrated by the 
Chief Flight Instructor and his assistant, both FAA approved school 
examiners. The final flight check was almost entirely done by one of 
two FAA designated examiners. 

DATA COLLECTION 

The primary source of data for ccmparison of the experimental and 
control groups was the use of Pilot Performance Description Records (PPDR)* 
(a sample set appears in Appendix E). The underlying concept of the 
PPDR is that the chock pilot consistently follows a well-defined procedure 
and uses a scoring sj stem which attempts to describe what the student 
pilot did. For example, the maneuvers axe broken down into segments, 
each segment being characterized by a set of Important parameters; i.e., 
airspeed, pitch and bank attitudes, altitude, and heading (or track). 
Scales have been developed for each parameter, allowing the check pilot 
to quickly indicate 'in approximate or exact value for the parameter. 
Deviations from the desired values form a quantitative basis of measure- 
ment of the student's skill. Of course there are some maneuvers or 
aspects of the private pilot standards for which numbers are not avail- 
able, such as judgment, emergency planning, coordination, technique, 
comtaunications, etc. In these cases, scales can still be used but they 
are highly subjective. 

The scoring of the PPDR was based on a set of standards developed 
by the senior staff. Each item on the PPDR had an error value, with the 
desired performance scored as zero error. The total scores for each 

* The concept of the Pilot Performance Description Records was developed 
by the Human Resources Research Office (HumRRO) at Fort Rucker, Alabama, 
in the evaluation of Army helicopter pilot training.4'9'10 
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aaneuver reflected the de-vlations fron standard; the lower the error 
score the better the perfonnance. 

Other data collected during the program consisted of questionnaires 
and progress reports. Each Instructor was asked to evaluate his student 
and the angle-of-attack Instrumentation (Questionnaire #2, Appendix K). 
This questionnaire was also used to assess Instructor standards for 
various relevant maneuvers and ccnpUance with the trail Ing syllabus. 

At the end of the program each student was asked to complete a 
questionnaire (Appendix J) which attempted to assess his aeronautical 
knowledge of angle of attack and, at this sane time, to obtain his 
opinions of the an^e-of-attack Instrumentation. 

Related data on malfunctions, maintenance and weather were collected. 
Monthly .progress reports listed student progress and Instructional 
difficulties. Such weather data as ceilings, visibility, and wind 
velocity are sunnarlzed In Appendix G. 

12 



DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENTATION 

The angle-of-attack Instrumentation used In this program was 
manufactured by the Monitalr Corporation, Teterboro, N. J. The system 
Is to provide the pilot with a positive visual indication of the angle 
of attack of the aircraft's wing and also to aleit the pilot of an 
impending stall. A complete system has been installed on each of three 
Piper Cherokee 140's belonging to The  Ohio State University Department 
of Aviation. The four elements comprising each system are listed below. 

1. Wing transmitter (or vane) assembly. This assembly replaces 
the conventional stall warning vane on the left wing^ leading 
edge and is the sensing element of the system (see Fig. l). 
It contains a movable vane directly coupled to a pylon-mounted 
potentiometer. The vane senses and moves with the air flow 
pattern ahead of the wing, which varies directly with changes 
in wing angle of attack. The  potentiometer translates the 
vane movement into a corresponding electrical signal. This 
electrical signal is then applied to the computer unit. The 
vane is free to rotate continuously through 360°. 

2. Ccmputer unit. The computer unit is made up of two sections 
of electronic circuitry. The  emgle-of-attack section contains 
a bridge circuit which transfers the vane signals into properly 
scaled voltages for the indicator unit. The stall-warning 
section contains an electronic switch which actlvt «es the 
existing red stall warning light. This unit is located on the 
floor aft of the pilot and. below the baggage sub-floor (see 
Fig. 2). 

3. Indicator unit. The angle-of-attack indicator unit is a DC 
0 to 1 mA Instrument mounted on the glare shield in front of 
the pilot. The scale is calibrated and color-coded to designate 
specific performance characteristics of Piper Cherokee ikO  (see 
Fig. 3). 

k.    Stall yarning light system. The stall-warning light system l£ 
the existing factory-installed equipment. The stall-warring 
light is located in the middle of the Instrument panel In front 
of the pilot. 

Of greatest concern to the pilot is the interpretation and use of 
the indicator unit. Figure 12 in Appendix B is a detailed diagram of 
the face of this display unit. Figure 4 is a close-up picture. The 
first thing to note is that the stall region or maximum angle-of-attack 
is at the left edge. 

By proceding from left to right, or decreasing angle of attack, the 
markings on the display unit will be defined. 

13 
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The black aad white "barber pole" region immediately to the right 
of the stall region Is the st^n warning region. When the angle of 
attack indicates in this region, the red stall-warning light should be 
on. The yellow SLO region merely indicates caution and will often be 
used for slow flight maneuvers. 

nie A/C index mark represents the angle of attack for maximum 
angle of climb. 

The blue region with the letter C/D in the center corresponds to 
the proper angle-of-attack for best rate of climb and normal descents 
for landing. 

The parallel green and white region imnediately to the right of the 
blue 'ijar can be used for slow cruise performance with the right edge of 
the center white bar corresponding to the maximum speed at which flaps 
can be operated. 

The  solid vertical green region indicates nonnal cruise performance 
at 65 per cent power. The width of this region is related to the varia- 
tion in angle of attack that will arise for constant power setting as 
the aircraft's gross weight changes. The left edge of the solid green 
represents maximum gross weight, and the right edge corresponds to 
minimum gross weight. 

The green and white "barber pole" region corresponds to airspeeds 
which exceed the rough air maneuvering speed of 129 mph. Thus, the left 
edge of this green and white region is not to be exceeded when maneuvering 
in rough air. 

The above description refers to the Model 3010 instrumentation 
currently on the aircraft which was used during most of the winter 
academic quarter. The original instrumentation, Type 92-113, which was 
used throughout the Autumn Quarter is similar in principle of operation. 
Major differences, listed below, could be found in all components of 
the original system. 

1. The sensor vane rotated through about 90°. The vane was coupled 
to the transmitter potentiometer through a series of mechanical 
linkages. 

2. The computer unit, stall-warning section, produced a sharp light 
Indication when the angle-of-attack display needle moved from 
right to left into the stall-warning section. However, there 
was a mechanical lag in going the other way; i.e., the stall- 
warning light stayed on as the needle moved through about l/8 
Inch into the yellow region. 

3. The original display units underwent two significant changes 
in scale markings and presentations, the third being the current 
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scale.   The first two were similar; the second Is shown sehe* 
matlcally below. 

black. 

green 

i—*"\-'-\—k ~ i — 
C R U I  t I 

red yellow white  green 

The first one had Indices which were used in the original certifi- 
cation for the Cherokee series; namely, for the Cherokee 235. Although 
Piper aircraft claljaed no aerodynamic difference between the wings of 
the 235 and 1^0, it was found during flight calibrations at OSU that 
the marked indices would not correspond with airspeeds recommended for 
the Cherokee 1^0. Thus, the second dial, shown above, was installed. 
However, a draftsman's error at Monltair placed the A/C dot a half 
inch to the left. Throughout the Autumn Quarter, the best angle of 
climb was instead designated by the APP mark. 

Prior to the initiation of this program at The Ohio State University, 
no set of instructional techniques existed for use with primary studeats. 
Considerable effort was expended in attempting to decide the instruc- 
tional techniques and format for this experimental program. Within the 
month prior to the Autumn Quarter, repeated flights and checkouts of the 
instructors continued to bring to light new ideas as well as problems. 
When the Autumn Quarter started, many instructional difficulties remained. 
These problems will be fully discussed in the Discussion Section. 

Pertinent to the description here and to the results described later 
is the sequence of initial instrumentation malfunctions. The most 
notable and serious was that sensor vanes were sluggish or sticking in 
cold damp weather. Monitair engineers diagnosed this problem as excessive 
friction in the transmitter potentiometers and made satisfactory repairs. 
Another problem, though relatively minor, was the display needle acting 
very erratic at certain power settings. This was attributed to aircraft 
vibrations being transmitted through the display mountings. 

A completely new designed system. Model 3010, was installed in 
January, 1968, and used throughout the remainder of the Winter Quarter 
without difficulty and with complete reliability. 
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DISCUSSION 

The results of t;ds experimentation progrsm have been derived from 
a cottposite of such sources as questionnaires, flight checks, and ob- 
server conments. Interpretation of the results are, in turn, sensitive 
to the experimental design and its administration. Both this experi- 
mental design and control were significantly changed midway through the 
progrsm. Such normal experimental variables as instrumentation reli- 
ability and instructor standardization were the areas in which major 
changes were made. Consequently, it would be more meaningful to first 
discuss the results separately for each of the academic quarters, then 
if appropriate, to combine the students for both acadanic quarters in 
order to present an overall ccmparison. 

STUDEKT CHARACTERISTICS 

The students that enrolled in the Autumn Quarter flight training 
program were, with one exception, all college students at the Juiior and 
senior class levels (see Tables I - IV). These students were considered 
to be extremely typical in background, age, and abilities for the type 
of student normally enrolled in the Aviation Department. There were 
originally three female students in the program. Two were dropped from 
the program because of extremely slow progress, and the third is still 
in training and hence not considered in the results. 

All students were scheduled to fly one period a day, five days a 
week, for approximately 10 weeks. When weather did not permit flying, 
the student met with his instructor for a ground school type of session. 

At the beginning of the Autumn quarter the angle-of-attack students 
were given a two hour orientation lecture on the concept of angle of 
attack and its use. Visual aids in the form of slides were used. The 
angle-of-attack group in the Winter group were given a similar orienta- 
tion lecture but supplemented with a training manual. 

It was the fueling of this writer who gave both lectures that the 
concept of angle of attack and its use were too abstract to be fully 
appreciated in one formal presentation. Since the students were Just 
in the first week of flight training, there was an apparent lack of 
association with their brief experiences of aircraft attitude references 
and control. It was intended that the instructor in their daily rela- 
tionship with the student would be able to make the strongest impact on 
the student's understanding of angle of attack. 

As stated in the introduction, all students in the program were 
asked to take a battery of aptitude and personality tests. The results 
of these tests were analyzed for possible correlations with their flight 
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check scores. The correlation matrices are presented In Table VII. As 
can be seen, no significant correlations exist. The correlations in- 
volving the 16 Personality Factor Test, having 16 primary factors and 
6 secondary factors, were not tabulated since no significant correla- 
tions were to be found. 

An attempt was made to determine the ability of the flight instruc- 
tor to evaluate the personality and aptitudes uf his student. Answers 
from Instructor Questionnaire #2 were correlated to the aptitude and . 
personality tests taken by the students. No significant correlations 
can be detected at this time. 

FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

The majority of the flight Instructors in the Department of Avia- 
tion are college students (Junior, senior, or graduate levels) working 
part-time as flight assistants for the Department's instructional staff. 
As can be seen from Tables V and VI, age and qualifications are to be 
considered average for this type of school. Supervision of the flight 
assistants rests with the chief flight Instructor and the two lull-time 
faculty flight Instructors. 

Orientation lectures were held with the flight instructor!» on the 
use and phraseology associated with teaching angle of attack. Specific 
instructions were given to avoid mentioning airspeed during the first 
week of flight training in order to "set" the students' thinking. Any 
temptation to use airspeed to verify a flight attitude was to be re- 
placed with a reference to the angle-of-attack display. References to 
"fast" and  "slow" were still to rely on angle of attack (e.g., to slow 
up; by increasing the angle of attack; i.e., by bringing the angle-of- 
attack needle to left with wheel back pressure and/or throttle reduction). 

From the written critiques by the Autumn Quarter flight instruc- 
tors (Appendix M) it appears that their orientation to the angle-of- 
attack system was inadequate and that seme learned more about the device 
while teaching the student. It is also believed that there was consider- 
able difficulty initially among the instructors to structure their in- 
struction and phraseology about the angle-of-attack device. For example, 
an instructor would often refer to holding airspeed constant rather than 
angle of attack. 

Tnscructcr attitudes in the Autumn Quarter were seriously influ- 
enctid by the unreliability of the angle-of-attack system which, in turn, 
was the result of mechanical problems discussed earlier. In summary, 
the instructor-student relationship in the Autumii quarter exposed quite 
clearly the difficulties in teaching and evaluating new instrumentation 
and concepts. 
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Table VII-Correlation Matrix 

Aptitude Tests - Flight Performance 

Control Group, N ■ 13 

Otis: 
Ganna 

Owens 
Bennett 

Flanagan Stage 
I 

Stage 
II 

Final 

Otis: Ganma - 0.2018 O.3878 0.U987 0.3117 -O.1527 

Owens - Bennett 0.2018 - O.6176 -O.0382 0.1826 -O.2707 

Flanagan (Test 13) O.3878 O.6176 - -0.1395 0.5667 -0.21460 

Stage I Fit. Check O.U987 -O.O382 -0.1395 - -0.1579 -.0781 

Stage II Fit. Check 0.3117 0.1826 0.5667 -0.1579 - -O.OU07 

Final Flight Check -O.I527 -O.2707 -0.2k60 O.0781 -O.OI+07 — 

Experimental Group, N ■ 15 

Otis: 
Ganma 

Owens 
Bennett 

Flanagan Stage 
I 

Stage 
II 

Final 

Otis: Ganma - 0.3988 -O.OOO8 -0.38^3 0.1138 0.1088 

Owens - Bennett 0.3988 - 0.1+950 -O.3685 0.0535 -0.139^ 

Flanagan (Test 15) -O.OOO8 0.^950 - -O.O250 0.0577 -0.093k 

Stage I Fit. Check -O.3863 -O.3685 -0.0250 - -O.I29O -O.1896 

Stage II Fit. Check 0.1138 0.0535 0.0577 -O.I29O - 0.12J+8 

Final Flight Check 0.1088 -0.139"* -0.093^ -O.I896 0.12U8 - 
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The experience gained by two of the instructors in the first 
quarter was used advantageously in the second quarter. However, the 
second quarter instructors had the advantage of a training manual and 
more frequent instructor meetings to clarify instructional problems. 
Also, the relative youth of this group of instructors tended to make 
them more adaptable and interested in the angle-of-attack system. 

As in so many experiments in flight training, the instructor plays 
a key role. If he can be motivated and enthusiastic toward the program's 
objectives, the probabilities of assessing the true experimental effects 
increase considerably. 

FLIGHT PERFORMANCE 

The effectiveness of angle-of-attack instrumentation in student 
flight training should ultimately be determined by the student's rela- 
tive flight performance. One of the first measures is the student's 
dual time to first solo. 

The data for this measure are presented in Table VIII. It is 
quickly seen that no significant differences exist between the control 
and experimental groups, when considered by academic quarter or com- 
bined. Several explanations for this outcome are possible. 

Much of the pre-solo training is devoted to landings and take-offs, 
where the greatest difficulty is not in the approach, but in the Judg- 
ment and control of the flare and touchdown. The skills required for 
flare and touchdown do not in any way use the visual angle-of-attack 
display. It is therefore not surprising to find no difference between 
the groups. If a difference were to exist in favor of the angle of 
attack, it might have been explained as the result of a more intangible 
factor such as pilot confidence. That such a factor did not develop 
prior to solo allows for interesting speculation, and, as such, will 
not be discussed. 

The other measures of student flight performance were the error 
scores on the Pilot Performance Description Records (PfDR) obtained 
on the Stage I, Stage II, and Final flight checks. It was hoped that 
through the PPDR the existance of performance differences would be 
detected. 

The actual error scores by individual and by maneuver are presented 
in Tables IX to XIV. The data are summarized in two ways. For each 
group of students, the error score is averaged over all maneuvers for 
the flight check, resulting in an average flight check score for each 
student. This summary is shown in Table XV. The second vay is to con- 
sider the error score for each maneuver averaged over all students in 
the group. These scores are summarized in Tables XVI - XVIII. 
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Table VIII 

Fllgbt Tu» To First Solo 

CA EA 

Cl 8.1» 
C2 10.9 

S 9.5 ui 
05 9.0 
06 8.8 

3 7.6 
lA.l» 

Mean 10.0 
S.D. 2.17 

El 
E2 

6o'3 
8,2 

E5 
£6 

11.2 
10.8 
12.0 
7.2 

E7 lM 
E8 12.5 

Mean 10.1*1 
S.D. 2.88 

cw EW 

09 11.7 E9 6.5 
010 10.5 E10 12.6 
on 11.2 Ell 11.6 
012 15.5 E12 13.9 
013 10.2 E13 1U.7 
ciU 10.3 Elll — 

ci5 9.5 E15 12.7 
016 11.7 E16 10.9 
ci7 10.U El? 8.8 
ci8 10.3 

Mean 11.116 
Mean 11.13 S.D. 2.68 
S.D. 1.68 

Combined Mean 10.63 Octniblned Mean 10.91+ 
Ccnbined S.D. 1.93 Ccnbined S.D. 2.75 
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Table XV 

Summary - Student Flight Performance 
( Average Error Score) 

Stage I Stage II Final 

Cor.trol Group, Autumn Quarter (CA) 

3.64 Cl 3.1+2 1.50 
C2 5.08 3.18 3.31 
C3 3.25 0.92 mm 

Clf 8.60 mm 2.69 
C5 3.^2 3.75 2.69 
C6 5.^2 mm 3.91 
C7 I1.83 2.1*6 3.38 
ce U.25 1.91 2.30 

Mean k.7d 2.6h 2.83 
S.D. 1.73 1.10 0.79 

Experimental Group, Autumn Quarter (EA) 

El 2.3h 5.27 1.U2 
E2 7.3D 1.93 2.U6 
E3 6.33 3.88 3.88 
Eh k.l£ __ 1.80 
E5 k.l£ — 3.36 
E6 3.67 3.53 5.08 
E? 6.92 5.09 2.63 
1:8 5.50 -- 1.33 

Mean 5.16 3.94 2.71 
S.D. 1.71 1.35 1.27 

Group Difference -0.38 •1.30 0.12 
■; value -0.500 -I.728 .187 
d.f. 16 9 13 
isignlficance Level — .10 -- 
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Table XV - Continued 

Stage I Stage II Final Final* 

Control Group. Winter Quarter (CW) 

C9 2.16 mm 1*.32 
CIO 6.92 3.38 3.56 
Cll 1.58 2.28 2.77 
C12 6.58 — 2.1*1* 
C13 5.33 mm 3.1*1* 
Cll* k.lß 1.85 2.75 
C15 2.75 2.70 2.68 
Cl6 5.50 2.08 2.38 
C17 k.B3 3M 2.06 
Cl8 k.83 2.30 I.69 

Mean kM 2.58 2.81 
S.D. 1.80 0.62 0.77 

Experiaental Group, Wintei • Quarter (EW) 

2.36 E9 5.^5 2.25 I.63 
E10 3.8U 7.20 2.93 3.60 
EH 2.50 1.80 2.84 3.20 
Kl? k.66 2.60 2.08 2.82 
E13 3.8U 2.60 2.55 1.55 
ElU »♦.50 mm 2.09 2.00 
E15 5.59 U.oo 2.06 1.88 
E16 4.68 3.55 3.00 3.00 
El? 3.00 3.18 2.58 2.11* 

Mean k.23 3.^0 2.1*2 2.50 
S.D. 1.03 I.69 0.7l* 0.37 

* The final fligrt . test for this experimental group was repeated but 
without the use of the angle of attack system. 

Group Difference 0.23 - .82 .39 .31 
t value .3U7 -1.277 1.021 1.11*0 
d.f. 16 9 19 15 
Significance Level .1*0 .20 .20 .20 
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To determine whether these error scores Indicate significant dif- 
ferences, it is necessary to also compute the variability of scores 
within the group; i.e., the sample variance or the standard deviation 
(SD). 

From the svnmary of student flight performance presented in Table XV, 
which lists the average error score for overall performance for each of 
the student's flight checks, it can be said that there is no significant 
difference between the control and experimental groups for the Stage I 
and Final flight checks. The Stage II check, however, shows a slight 
difference in favor of the control groups. 

The Stage II results also affect the expected trend of lower error 
scores on succeeding flight checks. The experimental groups show a 
uniform trend of lower error scores, but the control groups reach their 
lowest error score at the Stage II check with little change on the Final 
check. This would imply a faster learning rate for the control groups, 
or seme disturbance in the learning rate in the experimental groups. 
One possible such disturbance may be the introduction of the airspeed 
instrument which occurs Just prior to the Stage II check and in prepara- 
tion for the cross-country phase. 

Another obser nation from Tsble XV is the final flight check per- 
formance of the Winter quarter experimental group, EW. The students 
flew two final chec),s: the first was with the angle of attack, the 
second without. Hu» airspeed Instrument was available for both flight 
checks. Mean error scores for both checks show no difference in per- 
fomance. 

The fact that the second flight check was always without the angle- 
of-attack system and always immediately following the first flight check 
(i.e., examiner and student did not leave the airplane, but merely re- 
peated selected maneuvers) introduced a possible bias in the results. 
The final check flights should have been randomized with respect to 
ordering the use of angle of attack. 

When one considers that the angle-of-attack information is more 
applicable to such maneuvers as landings, takeoffs, slow flight, and 
stall, it is appropriate to present the error scores by maneuver. Thus, 
Tables XVI - XVIII, which summarize the average error scores for each 
maneuver, allows for a more detailed evaluation of the angle-of-attach 
system. 

A statistical analysis was first used on the combined control 
groups, C ■ CA + CW, versus the combined experimental groups, 
E ■ EA + EW, and then applied separately for each quarter (i.e., CA vs 
EA and CW vs EW). This analysis computed, for each maneuver, the differ- 
ence in mean error scores between the two groups and their associated 
variances. A modified t statistic was then computed.* By considering 

#It was necessary to use the modified t statistic because of unequal 
sample sizes and unequal sample variances. See Appendix F for 
further details and formulas. 
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the degrees of freedom with each t value, it is possible to determine 
the probability of occurrence for that value of t. If t is large and 
the probability value of occurrence is small, then one concludes that 
the difference between the control and experimental groups is signifi- 
cant and is not the result of random variation. 

Table XIX presents, for each flight check, the ranking of those 
maneuvers having significant t values. It should be noted that where 
there is no statistical significance, the ranking of the maneuvers 
would be quite meeningless. Furthermore, it It. advisable where appar- 
ent contradictions occur that the basic error scores (Tables IX-XIV) 
should be reviewed to see if one or two students with very bad perform- 
ances could have contributed to the significant t values. The t statis- 
tic and test normally used vrlth small samples can be very sensitive to 
one or two bad scores. 

Table XIX suggests a number of preliminary conclusions at the 
Stage I level; amgle-of-attack students do better at entering and main- 
taining slow flight. The control group does better in a number of dif- 
ferent maneuvers, in particular, in the base leg. Why the angle-of- 
attack students do worse on these maneuvers raises seme difficult ques- 
tions regarding their ability or the instructional techniques used in 
getting the student and aircraft "set up" for the approach. It wasn't 
until Winter Quarter that the procedure was required whereby the angle- 
of-attack approaches should be all set up on the base leg and that major 
control changes should b-» occurring on late downwind or very early base 
leg. 

The Stage II check flight scores are almost unanimous in favor of 
the control students. As previously discussed, the St^ge II check 
flight for an angle-of-attack student occurs at the time the student 
is preparing to go cross country and when the Instructor has already 
introduced the use of the airspeed instrument. The use of the airspeed 
and the angle-of-attack Instruments together may have produced some 
difficulty. If the emphasis by the Instructor is now on airspeed, it 
is possible that adapting to airspeed control may be the caose for the 
poor performance at this particular stage of the flight training program. 
It is Interesting to note that all the significant maneuvers in the 
Stage II check are maneuvers in the traditional training syllabus which 
strongly depend on airspeed control. 

By the end of the training program, the angle-of-attack students 
appear to dominate the significant maneuvers and where these maneuvers 
are each intuitively easier to Justify. The only two contradictions 
are the emergency maneuvers in Autumn Quarter and the climbout maneuver 
in Winter Quarter. 
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Table XIX-A 

Significant Flight Maneuvers - Autumn Quarter 

Maneuver 
Mean Error 
Difference 
(CA-EA) 

t value  d.f. 
Significance 

Level 

Stage I Check Flight 

Slow flight - Into 
and Maintaining 2.000 1.90U6 10 .05 

Final Approach -2.750 -I.2630 Ik .15 
Base Leg -3.500 -I.I796 15 .15 

Stage II Check Flight 

Approach Stall -2.9667 -2.39^9 7 .025 
Take-off and Climbout -5.0333 -2.2286 10 .025 
Flare, T.D. and roll out -2.6667 -2.1936 10 .05 
Base Leg -2.3667 -I.7317 6 .10 
Slow Flight - Out Of -O.9667 -1.59^0 11 .10 
Downwind Leg 1.0667 1.5018 11 .10 
Emergency -2.0333 -1.1*878 6 .10 

Final Check Flight 

Downwind Leg 1.0893 1.77^0 12 .10 
Approach Stall 1.6607 1.7271 10 .10 
Acceleration Stall I.8036 1.3018 13 .10 
Emergency -I.2857 -I.1792 15 .15 
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Table XEC-B 

Significant Flight Maneuvers - Winter Quarter 

Maneuver 
Mean Error 
Difference 
(CW-EW) 

t value  d.f. 
SignlflcRnco 

Level 

Stage I Check Plight 

Slow Flight - Into 
and Maintaining 

Downwind Leg 
Slow Fli^it - Out Of 

1.5111 2.2664 18 
1.5556 1.98^9 Iß 
1.1000 -I.2098 Ik 

.025 

.05 

.15 

Stage II Check Flight 

Final Approach 
Take-off and ClJbnbout 
Emergency 

2.7679 -2.5301 Ik 
2.2679 -1.7628 10 
2.1071 -1.1909 15 

.025 

.10 

.15 

Final Check Flight 

Downwind Leg 
Take-off & Clüibout 
Base Leg - Short field 
Departure Stall 
Downwind Lej; - Short field 
Final Approach - Short field 

1.3kkk 2.8753 17 .005 
2.6667 -2.4121 15 .025 
1.2333 2.3933 14 .025 
1.7778 2.3070 13 .025 
0.9m 1.5726 17 .10 
O.8556 1.2184 19 .15 
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Table XEC-C 

Significant Fllgjit Maneuver - Overall Comparison 

Mean Error 
Maneuver Difference       t value       d.f. 
  (C-E) 

Final Check Flight 

Significance 
Level 

Stage I Check Flight 

Slow Flight - Into 
and Maintaining 1.7157 2.9187 30 .005 

Dorarind Leg 1.1373 1.8860 3^ .05 
Final Approach -I.9216 -1.^739 31 .10 
Base Leg -I.6503 -I.0678 33 .15 

Stage II Check Flight 

Take-off & CUnbout -3.0769 -1.9864 25 .05 
Emergency -2.1538 -I.881I1 22 .05 
Approach Stall -I.6923 -l.Mt65 21 .10 
Final Approach -1.1*615 -1,4383 2k .10 

Downwind Leg 1.2353 3.4641 34 .005 
Departure Stall 1.3529 2.2312 34 .025 
Take-off & CUaibout -I.6U7I -I.9867 30 .05 
Approach Stall 1.0588 1.2553 34 .15 
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As can be seen from Tables XX - XXIII, ';he sample of control and 
experimental students are fairly typical as to ability; seme are good 
and seme are poor. Because of the Inherently wide variability In stu- 
dent characteristics and abilities, It Is firmly believed that the 
number of students In both groups was too small for the sensitivity 
now desired In an experimentation program of this type. 

Observations were requested fron the school's Chief Flight Instruc- 
tor, and to FAA Designated Examiner. Tha Principal Operations Inspector 
from the local FAA General Aviations District Office "spot checked" one 
of the experimental students. Their cemments eure presented in Appendix 

In addition to the collection of flight performance data, a ques- 
tionnaire was given to all students at the end of the program to deter- 
mine if there were any Intellectual advantages through exposure to the 
angle-of-attack instrumentation and instruction. At the same time, the 
students were asked for their opinions on the angle-of-attack system 
and the relative emphasis by their instructors. The results of Ques- 
tionnaire No. k  (Appendix J) are presented in Table XXIV. 

The first 13 questions comprised a quiz on the angle-of-attack 
concept and applications. The scores in Table XXIV are error scores; 
that is, the lower scores indicate a better knowledge.  In almost all 
questions the experimental students did better than the control students. 
Furthermore, the experimental students in the winter quarter who had the 
benefit of the training manual did significantly better than the experi- 
mental student in the autumn quarter. There was one "trick" question, 
number 10, which was missed by almost all the control students and by a 
large number of experimental students. The high error scores on this 
question together with questions 1 and 5 suggests that the experimental 
students' understanding of angle of attack is perhaps superficial, and 
that a deeper understanding was not possible at this level of experience. 
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SUM4ARY 

It is necessary to qualify this swanary with the request that this 
experimentation program be viewed as an exploratory effort rather than 
aa definitive research. Many unforeseen problems arose that had the 
affect of weakening the results. 

The development of reasonahli instructional techniques took place 
throughout the Autunn Quarter, or first half of the program. The In- 
structors were not thoroughly indoctrinated in the use of angle-of-. ttack, 
nor was there sufficient basis or time to do so prior to the Autumn 
Quarter. In evolving the instructional techniques, mistakes were in- 
evitable and had unmeasurable effect on the students. 

Instrumentation failure or unreliability in the Autumn Quarter led 
to natural suspicion for both instructors and students. Changes in 
angle-of-attack display further confounded the measurement of the 
system's effectiveness. The flight check scoring systems underwent 
revision in the Autumn Quarter. 

Although many of the above problems were not present in the Winter 
Quarter, three significant factors remained, two of which were inherent 
in the FAA guidelines for the program. The first factor is that the 
airspeed indicator was to be used in addition to the angle-of-attack 
system, and the private pilot certification flight was to be based on 
the use of the airspeed instrument. The effect of this requirement, 
though not apparent through most of the Autumn Quarter, was quite serious 
when fully realized.  "Tv? instructor acted as if his first obligation was 
to prepare his student for the private pilot certification flight. Vfhen 
he Introduced airspeed, it was presented ap a primary instrument. What- 
ever had been taught using angle of attack was now releamed using air- 
speed. Some attempt was made to correlate the two information sources. 
On check flights it was almost impossible for the check pilot or examiner 
to determine which instrvnent the experimental student was using. The 
lack of difference in performance on the final flight check, with and 
without the angle of attack, probably was caused by sole use of the air- 
speed. The emphasis on the use of airspeed with one experimental student 

observed by the GADO Inspector (see narrative in Appendix M). 

The second factor was the FAA guid3line to use the same instruc- 
tional syllabus for both control and experimental groups. Although this 
guideline alj.oved seme flexibility, it was adhered to through the early 
part of the Autt&u Quarter. When it became apparent that the airspeed 
was playing a primary role (particularly when the angle-of-attack system 
malfunctioned) the instructional "damage" was done. 

At the beginning of the Winter Quarter, the instructors were asked 
not to mention airspeed at all until the student was ready to solo, and 
when introduced, airspeed was to be considered as a back-up for the 
angle-of-attack system. 



The third factor, «und most difficult of all, is the time and effort 
required to introduce and indoctrinate the flight instructors in effec- 
tively teaching angle of attack. Many instructors believed that angle 
of attack is not a difficult concept or system to teach, but that it re- 
quires repeated exposure and experience for full appreciation. But, to 
what extent can this appreciation be developed In the instructor for the 
device to be effectively taught? It is interesting to note that of the 
two instructors who had the opportunity to teach in both quarters, the 
comment of one of the instructors (see 12 in Appendix L) was only mild 
at the end of the Autumn Quarter, but quite enthusiastic at the end of 
the Winter Quarter. 

The instructors' relatively little experience as flight instruc- 
tors also had an unmeasurable effect. When the instructors realized 
the large stall margins for the "normal" approach speed of 85 mph, they 
tended to fly slower approaches in both groups. It is believed that if 
they did not actually teach slower approaches, they did not discourage 
slower approaches. Thus, it is possible that the lack of differences 
between control and experimental groups may be partly attributed to a 
carry-over effect by the flight instructors. 

The experimental students developed a better understanding of the 
concept of angle of attack and basic aerodynamics related to aircraft 
performance. Control students felt that their instructors gave little 
emphasis to the meaning of angle of attack. This seems to be character- 
istic of the traditional flight training syllabus. 

In this case, lack of understanding may be synonymous with lack of 
appreciation. Understanding and appreciation depend strongly on the 
instructor relationship and the flight experiences created for or en- 
countered by the student. The perspective that the primary student 
pilot has developed at the end of kO hours of traditional flight train- 
ing may be inadequate to fully appreciate the value of angle of attack 
information. 

Finally, it is strongly believed that the current standards and 
training aircraft used for private pilot certification do not require 
the proficiency that may be gained through the use of angle-of-attack 
instrumentation. The standards for private pilot certification permit 
a range of performance that is gross, variable, and subjective. The 
proficiency that is required at one flight school may be different than 
at another. A criterion often heard Is whether the student Is safe, 
rather than some measure of excellence or precision. The development 
of a more objective and complete flight test was one of the accomplish- 
ments of this experimental program. 

Although the type of aircraft used for student training are no 
longer of the "climb, cruise, and glide at the same airspeed" type, 
their speed and weight range Is sufficiently limited (Vcruise • 2V80) 
so that a student needs to remember relatively few airspeeds. A student 
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polot quickly learns to associate airspeed with performance, which 
fortunately nay he adequate for the current trainers. Aircraft per- 
fonance In the heavier and more complex types Is much more sensitive 
to weight and configuration and hence the difficulty Is greater In 
attempting to relate a larger number of airspeeds to performance. 
Angle-of-attack Information Is then appreciated. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. Evaluation of the effectiveness of angle-of-attack instrumentation 
in the training of student pilots to private pilot certification 
was adversely affected by permitting the simultaneous use of the 
airspeed indicator. 

2. Under the conditions of this program, the angle-of-attack instru- 
mentation did not facilitate flight training based on time to 
first solo, total hours, or overall flight-check performances. 

3. Flight-check performances, when analyzed by maneuvers, indicated 
significant differences in favor of angle of attack in the per- 
formance of slow flight, downwind leg for normal landings, and 
final approach for short-field landings. 

k.    The rate of learning of the angle-of-attack students was decreased 
by the need to teach and transition the student to the use of 
airspeed information although total flight time remained unchanged. 

5. The use of angle-of-attack instrumentation requires new, but not 
difficult, instructional techniques and revision of the tradi- 
tional training syllabus. 

6. The advantages of angle-of-attack instrumentation as determined 
by questionnaire and qualified observers are: 

a. It develops a better intellectual foundation of baaic 
aerodynamics and aircraft control. 

b. With sufficient exposure and experience, flight in- 
structors develop greater appreciation for the system 
in that it provides reliable stall margin and optimum 
aircraft performance information. 

c. Exposes clearly the limitations of airspeed information 
in providing aircraft performance information. 

7 . The disadvantages of the ungle-of-attack instrtuientdi; on aopear to 
be: 

a. The inability of the student and instructor to measure 
the small, but significant, changes in angle of attack 
through the visual or kinesthetic senses, which leads 
to a natural reluctance to accept angle-of-attack 
information. 

b. The above reluctance or distrust is considerably magnified 
if there are instrumentation malfunctions or contradictions 
with the airspeed indicator, even though the airspeed may 
be the source of error. 
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8. Malfunctions of the angle-of-attack Instrumentation In the first 
half of the program had an adverse effect on seme of the instruc- 
tors and students, which further confounded the interpretation of 
the flight performance scores. 

9. The angle-of-attack instrumentation used throughout the second 
half of the program operated with complete reliability, with 
instructor acceptance vastly Improved. 

10. The design and information content of the display dial developed 
for the second half of the program was considered excellent. It 
contained all the relevant information of the airspeed indicator 
except Vflj, the never-to-exceed speed. 

11. Use of the Pilot Performance Description Records, though in need 
of further refinement, was essential in evaluating check flight 
performances. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Evaluation of angle-of-attack Instrumentation In the training of 
student pilots to private pilot certification should be repeated 
and conducted under the following conditions: 

a. The experimental group using the angle-of-attack instru- 
mentation should not see or use the airspeed indicator 
throughout the entire training program. 

b. The size of the control and experimental groups should 
be increased to 30 students in each group. 

c. Instructors in the experimental group should not be 
teaching in any other group. 

d. Orientation and standardization of the instructors, prior 
to teaching in the experimental group, should Include 
the experience of teaching at least three students using 
a syllabus especially designed for the angle-of-attack 
students. 

e. There should be a minimum of four flight checks for 
each student throughout the training program. 

2. Any future evaluation of angle-of-attack instrumentation in the 
training of student pilots should attempt to determine: 

a. The proficiency level in excess of current private 
pilot standards that can be attained in, say, kO 
hours. 

b. The lowest amount of flight time necessary to pass 
current private pilot standards. 

c. The average number of hours to learn to use airspeed, 
if all training to private pilot standards is with 
angle of atcack only. 

d. The effect of the location of the display dial. 

e. The effect of the dir lay's physical configuration 
(e.g., horizontal, circular, vertical, etc.). 

f. The effect of varying the display dial's information 
content (e.g., color coding, percentages of Vso, 
index marks). 

g. The effect of colored lights activated by the angle- 
of-attack system to Improve peripheral vision response. 
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3* Angle-of-attack instrumentation should be evaluated in the train- 
ing of advanced students or pilots for operations in STOL aircraft 
or conditions. 

k.    The angle-of-attack instrumentation should he evaluated under 
turbulent wind conditions to determine the trade-offs or desired 
seial .ivity in display needle response under both approach and 
cruise conditions (i.e., la it possible from needle fluctuations 
to eussess the controllability margins and should there be increased 
dampening when in cruise flight?). 
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APPETCDIX B 

A:; ILL- _ r-ATTACK TRAnnna MANUAL 

I. lOTPODUCTIOH 

Knowledge of the concept of angle-cf-etteck In aircraft perfomance 
appears to be regarded by most pilots aa scnethin^ acadenlc. If so. It 
night be aasuned that there Is little application of this highly Impor- 
tant concept! It would be hard to believe that people can be taught to 
fly an airplane end not understand angle-of-attack. It Is easy for an 
Instructor to rationalize why thl nay be true: There has b*en no 
reliable Instnaaent to aeasure angle-of-attack (Up until the past few 
years!). Instead, all flight Instruction relating to aircraft perfom- 
ance was based on airshed, attitude, and power control. 

Thus, airspeed becane a very important factor in teaching one to 
fly an airplane. But really, how good awl how reliable is the air- 
speed InstrumentV And how does it relate to aircraft performance? Qiveo 
an angle-of-attack Instnaaent in the airplane, how can it be used as a 
basic measurement of aircraft performance and to teach one to fly an 
airplane? How does angle-of-attack Information relate to airspeed Infor- 
mation? 

Basically and briefly, angle-of-attack information always Indicates 
to the pilot his operating margin frcn the stall condition. Most Impor- 
tantly, It always Indicates, without ambiguity, the exact angle of attack 
to use to fly the airplane for such varying flight performances as best 
rate of climb. Mad— angle of climb, slew flight at Biai— control- 
lability, abort field landings, opt in an engine-out performance, —i— 
range, and waxlTnvan endurance. 

The  purpose of this manual is to answer and fully explain the above 
questions and stateamuts. Specifically, this manual has been written to 
assist both students tnd flight Instructors In the use of the Monltair 
angle-of-attack instru^eiAatlon. Section II reviews the basic aero- 
Jynaaiics concerning angle of attack. Section III describes the 
instrumentation Installed on the Piper Cherokee (PA-28-lUo) aircraft. 
Section TV discusses the pilot techniques found to be most effective 
with this particular angle-of-attack system. 

II. BASIC AERODYNAMICS 

Let's begin with scne very fundamental and important definitions. 
These definitions are illustrated in Fig. 1-3. 

Flight path. The path described by the airplane as it travels In 
the three-coordinate space on and ab^ve the earth's surface. 

Ground track. The projection of the aircraft's flight path onto 
the earth's surface. 
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VTtical flight pqpofll».    Th» projection of the aircraft1 ■ flight 
peth onto a plane perpendicular to the earth's surfac«. 

UP UP 

Mi oh t Path 

2500 

4000' 

1300' 

Vertical Flight Profile 

FIGURE 1 

Ground Track 

South 

Relative wind.    The flight path of the aircraft.    The flight path 
and relative wind are, for all practical purpose«, the saw thing 
except for direction.    Because the aircraft is moving in one direction 
the relative vind (created by the aircraft) is moving in the opposite 
direction. 

night path angle. 
horizontal coordinate at the aircraft. 

The angle between the flight path and the 
This horizontal coordinate will 

henceforth be called the horizon. 
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   LqogUudlnil Axis 

^«»t of rtJT T-m 

FIGURE 2 

Pitch angle.    The angle between the .longitudinal  (or roll) axis 
and the horizon.    {This Is the easiest for the pilot to see as It Is the 
angle of the  "nose" above or belov the horizon.) 

Angle of Incidence.    The angle between the longitudinal ax's and 
the chord line (a constant for any given airplane, and ueually very snail). 

Angle of attack.    The angle between the flight path and the chord 
line  (or, the angle between the flight path and the roll axis. If It can 
be assumed that the angle of incidence Is zero or very araa_L.) 

Longitudinal 
Axis ^ . - - - 

Flight 
Ftth pitch 

light 
Path 

Angle of Attack 

Relative Wind 

FIGURE 3 
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Hott froB th« •bor« Flg.  3 tu« the« *r.glei are related.    Though 
theie »nglea are ilaply defined there exlita considerable confusion 
none ■todenta and novice pilots.    Figures U and 9 show how pitch angle 
TMSlns the ssae but the angle of attack Is different.    This can he 
accoBplliVwd by reducing power and Increasing up elevator pressure to 
hold nose (pitch) constant.    Thus with less power and with pitch con- 
stant, the flight path angle has steepened.     Since pitch Is constant 
the angle of attack has Increased. 

With Power Reduced. Pitch 
Angle RtMlns the 

Hprltf" L^="= 

|1t of Attack - a 

»1 stive Wind 

night Ptth 

FIGURE 4 

(X   /Incresttd Angle of Attack 

/Steeper Plight Path 

FIGURE S 

Now the question can he asked:    hew does one change the drcraft'a 
flight path and/or the angle of attack?    If ve consider just the vertical 
flight profile, there are two controls available to the pilot:    elevator 
(or "pitch") and throttle (or "power")     Both are used In ccnblnatlon to 
affect flight path and/or angle of attack.    Figure 6 shows the effect 
of constant pitch attitude and increasing power,    figure 7 portrays 
power off, increasing pitch, and Increasing angle of attack. 

Fli 

FIGURE 6 

Pitch angle It maintained con- 
Hßj-ljpn stant In a slightly down angle 

Power Is Increased, thrust Is 
Increased 

Airspeed increases and alti- 
tude decreases rapidly 
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Flight Nth 

PoMtr off. aircraft dtsctndlng 

Incrttilng pitch up attltudt by 1n- 
crMtln« up tltvitor prttturt 

Flight path anglt Increasing    (Sink 
ratt Incraatlnf) 

And tvan faster Increasing angle of 
attack, a 

A rapid sloping up of airspeed 

Finally, at the critical angle of 
attack, the aircraft stall« 

FIGURE 7 

of these concepts could more rigorously be denonstrsted by 
the use of the "claaaical" force dlagran (Fig. 8) In which the aircraft 
Is In "unsccelerated ."'.evel fligbt equlUbrlua." 

Lift 

Thrust-* 

Weight 

FIGURE 8 
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t tha ilapllclty of this itanUrd representation is extreae- 
ly misleading,    for exsaple, this diagrea stars the forces to be perpen- 
dicular and parallel.    But the big question is: perpendicular and paral- 
lel to what"    If you say the longitudinal axis, or the horizontal  ;Or- 
dinate,   Join tha «any other vrong guessers.*    If you answered by saying 
"all forces sniat be balanced about the flight path," congratulations} 
Let's try an axsBple; how would you draw the forces on the aircraft when 
in either a cocvtant-speed cllmfc or descent? 

figure 9, which shows a descent, can be used to remind you that the 
weight of the aircraft is the only force which acts in only one direc- 
tion, nasaely. down towd the center of the earth.    Thrust, drag,  and 
lift all act either perpendicular or parallel to the flight path (or 
relative wind,  if you like). 

Lift 

HOL1«» 

Drag 

Flight 
Nth 

The next ques ion that can be asked is: what is meant by equlll- 
bri'm of these forcesT    Equlibriva usually means that condition when all 
forces a\m to zero     This suaning process cannot be done unless the co- 
ordinate systae is well defined and all forces not perpendicular or 
parallel to the coordinate axes are resolved into perpendicular and 
parallel ccaponents. 

Thus in Pig. 9* the weight force must be resolved into two coapon- 
ents; i.e., one perpendicular to flight path and opposite to the lift 
force, the other parallel to flight path and in the sane direction as 
the thrust force.    Similarly the propeller force resolves itself mostly 
into thrust and sane into lift. 
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In order to aalirtaln conctant velocity, only the throat force need 
be reduced (by the pilot) because of the parallel weight ccnponent 
helping to balance out the drag force.    It should be pointed cut that 
the lift force adjuats Itaelf to acne fixed value aa a conaequence of 
the speed and attlfrxle of the aircraft.    This adjustaent of the lift 
force la not at all obvious. 

Lift   ta a concept can be difficult to fully understand.    For this 
reason It will be dlacuaaed In detail showing Ita basic dependence on 
angle of attack. 

No doubt all readers know that 11 f  la an upward force; but what 
does lift depend upon, or, In other words, what physical character- 
istics of the aircraft or envlron«ent can affect the aaount of lift 
force to be present? 

Most precisely. 

Lift - CL ^p^S 

where 

V ■ velocity of the aircraft, 

S ■ wing surface area, 

p ■ air density, and 

C^ - coefficient of lift, a dlaenalonless 
"catch all" of all the other aero- 
dynamic factors affecting lift. 

Thus, If one Increases the speed of the aircraft, the lift increases 
jy more than the square of the speed increase. 

Increasing wing area Increases lift. 

Decreasing the air density decreases lift. 

For any given situation we would like to consider a particular 
airplane (S ■ constant), the ssne star spheric envlroment (p - constant), 
and the aircraft in equillbrixa flight (v ■ constant), which leaves 
only one factor to investigate; i.e., C«. 

For cur purposes it Is rtfflcient to say that C^ can be chained by 
the pilot if the pilot changes the aircraft*s angle of attack; that is. 



C.   la directly reUted to angle of fttttck (••• Fig.  10). 

Angle of Attack 

FIGURE 10 

This graph Indicates that the pilot can increaae his angle of attach and 
hence Increaae Cx.» but If he does so and If the pilot Is to keep the 
airplane at the asae altitude t airspeed will be reduced and thrust 
adjusted aa necessary^ When the angle of attack reaches the maxlTmrni C^, 
any further increase in angle of attack results in the separation of 
SHooth air flov over the t^p surface of the wing. This condition is 
cal t<-i the stall. The angle of attack value at which this stall occurs 
la called the '*." tlcal angle of attack. Note veil that C^, and hence 
lift Performance, depends on angle of attack and not airspeed. Until 
recently the pilot had no inatruaentation which displayed Lngle-of-attack 
information. Aa a result be waa taught that there vas a relationship be- 
tween angle of attack and airspeed: the slower th^ airspeed, the greater 
the angle of attack. "By using the airspeed indicator he can change the 
angle of attack!" 

I say "change" rather than "control" because the airspeed can vary 
a great deal for a single value of angle of attack because of such 
factors aa flap and gear configuration, gross weight, bank uigle, and 
temperature. iba pilot rarely knows the desired airspeed Tor any given 
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ccnblnation of these factors.    As a result be ccnpensates for this 
ignorance by flying much faster than he has to!   Why?    He knows that 
these factors Increase the stalling speed.    So In order to keep his 
"safe" margin from the stall he files faster.    Let's say sane more about 
this "stalling speed."   An airplane doesn't really stall because the 
airspeed drops too low - it stalls because the angle of attack Increases 
beyond a certain value.   And here's the most important Idea of all; this 
critical value of angle of attack Is a constant for a given wing and 
flap setting.     In the Cherokee lUO, the critical angle of attack is one 
and the same for all flap settings, as well as 7or all maneuvers.    There 
is an airspeed that can be associated with the stall, but If there is a 
change in gross weight C.G. location, bank angle, or power level, the 
indicated stalling airspeed changes too!    Not so with the angle of attack; 
it is independent of all these factors. 

We repeat:    The critical angle of attack at which the stall occurs 
is a constant for the airplane regardless of gross weight, air density, 
bank angle, and power level.    It is Important that this characteristic 
be fully appreciated. 

The last fundamental to be discussed here is the effect or the use 
of flaps on angle of attack; refer to Fig.  11, where the C-^ CM    a is 
drawn for both conditions (i.e.,  no flaps and full flaps). 

Angle of Attack 
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If m «dl flaps while at tbe same time try to keep Cj, constant then we 
go frcn point A to point B. Rote that this results in a smaller an^le 
of attack and greater margin frcm tbe stall. On the other hand. If we 
keep tbe angle of attack constant (approximately the sane stall margin) 
and go fron point A (no flaps) to point C (full flaps) than we have a 
greater Cr, which at constant altitude allows the airspeed to he much 
lower. It is this lower airspeed hut same stall margin that is sought 
in landing the airplane. 

The major point that must he made here Is that angle-of-attack 
infoxmatlon always te.1ls you your operating margin from stall. Finally, 
angle-of-attack inTormation more precisely identifies those conditions 
for test rate of climb, maximum angle of climb, slow flight at minimum 
controllable airspeed, short field landings, optimum engine out perform- 
ance, maximum range, and maximum endurance. 

UI. DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENTATION 

The angle-of-attack instrumb "/cation currently being evaluated was 
manufactured and supplied by the Monitair Corporation, Teterboro, New 
Jersey. The system is to provide the pilot with a positive visual 
indication of the maximum performance capability of the aircraft and 
also to alert the pilot of an Impending stall. A complete system has 
been installed on each of three Piper Cherokee ll+O's belonging to The 
Ohio State University Department of Aviation. Each system consists of 
the units or assemblies listed below. 

(1) Wing transmitter (or vane) assembly. This assembly is 
located on the left wlng^ leading edge and is the sensing 
element of the system. It contains a movable vane 
directly coupled to a pylon-mounted potentiometer. The 
vane senses and moves with the air flow pattern ahead of 
the wing, which varies directly with changes in wing 
angle of attack. The potentiometer translates the vane 
movement into a corresponding electrical signal. This 
electrical signal is then applied to the computer unit. 

(2) Computer unit. The computer unit is made up of two 
sections of electronic circuitry. The angle-of-attack 
section contains a bridge circuit which transfers the 
vane signals into properly scaled voltages for the 
indicator unit. The stall warning section contains an 
electronic switch which activates the existing red stall 
warning light. 

(3) Indicator unit. The angle-of-attack indicator unit is 
a DC 0 to 1 milUametez mounted on the glare shield in 
front of the pilot. The scale is calibrated and color- 
coded to designate specific performan'y characteristics 
of the Piper Cherokee iko. 
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(U)    St^ll warning Ught »ytm.    The itall warning Ught 
■y>t«n !■ the existing factory-inft&llad equijaent. 
The stall warning light Is located in the middle of 
the inatnaent panel in front of the pilot. 

Of greatest concern to tht pilot is the interpretation and us« of 
the indicator   unit.    Figure 12 is a dlagrsn of the face of this display 
unit,    nie first thing to note is that the stall region or naxiJMi angl« 
of attack is at the left edge. 

Proceeding from left to right, or decreasing angle of attack, the 
markings on the display unit will he defined, leaving to Section IV the 
pilot techniques to be used with these narkings. 

The black and white "barber pole" region lanedlately to the right 
of the stall region is the stall warning region.   When the angle of 
attack indicates in this region, the red stall warning light should be 
on.    The yellow SLO region merely indicates caution and will often be 
used for slow flight maiiC-rvers. 

The A/c index mark represents the angle of attack for MBd— angle 
of cllafc. 

The blue region with the letter C/D in the center correspond« to 
the proper angle of attack for best rate of cüafe and normal descents 
for landing. 

The parallel green and white regions can be used for slow cruise 
periormance with the right edge of the center white bar corresponding 
to the maximum speed at which flaps can be operated. 

The solid vertical green region indicates normal cruise performance 
at 65^ power.    The width of this region is related to the variation in 
angle of attack that will arise for conatant power setting as the air- 
craft's gross weight changes.    The left edge of the solid green repre- 
sents maximum gross weight, and the right edge corresponds to minimi an 
gross weight  (one  small person and about ten gallons of gaa). 

The green and white "barber pole" region corresponds to airspeeds 
which exceed the rough-air maneuvering speed of 129 mph.    Thus, the left 
edge of this green and white region is not to be exceeded when maneuvering 
in rough air. 

IV.     PILOT TECHNIQUES 

The effective use of the angle of attack is best achieved by the 
pilot when he uses his knowledge of the baalc aerodynamics to anticipate 
the effect of his control actiona.    This section will describe the 
behavior of the angle-of-attack instrumentation for all of the relevant 
maneuvers and flight perfomance. 
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Taüte-Gff and Cllab. Althou^b the airflow on the angle-of-attack 
vane in adequate during the latter part of the take-off roll, It will 
probably indicate in the green regions until the airplane is lifted off 
the ground. Therefore, it is not to be used to dotermine when to lift 
off or the proper pitch attitude ianediately after take-off. The  take- 
off is performed normally with rotation of the nose at about 70 mph. A 
climb attitude is established and held constant with resnect to visual 
horizon references. Ihe desired clinb attitude is verified by refering 
to the angle-of-attack display. A normal climb at best rate of climb 
occurs when the needle is in the blue region. For the angle-of-attack 
needle to be in this region it is quite cannon for the airspeed to be 
holding steady at some value ranging from 8o mph to 95 mph, depending 
on weight, temperature, altitude, etc. 

It may be desirable after the initial climb to improve "over-the- 
nose" visibility. Lowering the nose decreases the angle of attack, the 
needle then moves to the right, and the airspeed increases. 

If the pilot attempts to watcw öhe angle-of-attack needle too 
closely during the lift-off, the following interesting but undesirable 
performance results: 

Innediately after lift-off, the «uagle-of-attack needle suddenly 
moves far left into or near the yellow region. But if the proper pitch 
attitude is held constant, then shortly the needle moves back to right 
indicating the correct angle of attack. This sudden increase in the 
angle of attack at lift-off demonstrates in an aljoost slow motion fashion 
the basic aerodynamics of an airplane transitioning from level flight 
to a steady-state climb. Consider the following sequence of events: 
the airplane is rolling for take-off. Pitch angle and flight path angle 
are zero. The wing's angle of attack at this point is very small, that 
is, being equal to the angle of incidence. Thus, in order to initiate 
the climb, the nose is rotated off the ground and in this short Instant 
the angle of attack has suddenly increased because the flight path is 
still horizontal. With the increased pitch angle and angle of attack, 
wing lift together with an upward component of thrust conbine to provide 
an upward force which is greater than the aircraft's weight and the air- 
craft accelerates upward. Holding the pitch attitude constant, the 
flight path now changes from horizontal to that of turning upwards where 
it stabilizes for the given power condition. Angle of attack is now 
less than at rotation, and remains constant for power and pitch condi- 
tions throughout the initial climb. 

Straight and Level Cruise Fliaht. When leveling off for straight 
and level cruise (always using visual horizon references), the angle- 
of-attack needle should move to the right into the solid green region 
if power is set for 65^. 

Level Flight Turns. It is most gratifying to have a basic flight 
maneuver, such as a turn, iinaediately reflect a fundamental aerodynamic 
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principle. AM  the turn la made by banking the wing, lift on the wing 
la reduced. At reduced lift, the plane would descend, but since level 
flight la desired, the reduced lift la ccopenAated by Increasing the 
angle of attack. In the turn, then, rather t'j&.i have the plane descend 
with pitch-low attitude, back pressure Is applied to the elevator 
control thereby increasing the angle of attack, the horizon picture la 
constant and "level" and the angle-of-attack needle has moved to the 
left. When rolling out of the turn, the angle-of-attack needle should 
move back to the right by releasing the back pressure. 

How much the angle of attack is increased depends on the magnitude 
of the bank angle; i.e., the steeper the bank angle, the greater the 
back pressure, the greater the angle of attack, and the farther to the 
left goes the angle-of-attack needle. 

Slow Flight at "MitHwtim" Controllable Airspeed. This mineuver is 
defined by the FAA aa controllable flight at an airspeed "sufficiently 
alow ao that any reduction in speed or increase in load factor would 
result in Imediate indications of an ianinent stall." The -r^-sswork 
in determining this speed condition is eliminated with the wingle-of- 
attack system. Slow the airplane, holding altitude constant, so that 
the angle-of-attack needle moves left into the black-and-white stall- 
warning region. For this maneuver it is preferred that the needle stay 
on the right edge of the black-and-white region. The red stall-warning 
light should be on or flickering on and off. Constant visual horlzor 
references should be maintained. It is interesting to note that a level 
turn at this attitude decreases the stall margin (i.e., needle moves 
left) only a needle width for a bank angle of 15*. Only as the bank 
angle reaches 30* does the needle move farther left into the stall region, 
and a slight buffet is felt. 

The airspeed could be reading anything from 30 to 60 mph, depending 
on weight, temperature, altitude, bank angle, and flap setting. 

Stalls. All the stalls, without exception, occur when the angle-of- 
attack needJe moves into the stall region. Die greatest problem in 
using tbi  argle of attack for stalls (and really not unique to angle of 
attack) is entering the maneuver at excessive airspeed. With too fast 
an entry, the student tries to bring the needle to the left edge too 
quickly by continually raising the nose. The result is an extremely 
unrealistic rose-high attitude. This may be called "zooming" into the 
maneuver. It la most important to learn the wi rHnnitn pitch-up attitude 
at the stall and this can only be done if the entry is performed slowly 
and amoothly. 

The stall recovery is primarily accomplished by releasing bach 
pressure and allowing the nose to lower and the angle-of-attack needle 
to move right into the yellow. As power is applied, a climb attitude 
can be established and the angle-of-attack needle placed on the A/C 
index. To minimize altitude loss, the angle-of-attack needle should not 
go any farther to the right than the A/c index. 
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Maxlmm Jude, Power Off. Aa in all descents, the angle-of-attack 
needle should be kept in the blue region for naxlmna glide performance. 
This angle of attack corresponds to MMd—i lift-over-drag ratio. 

Normal Approaches find Landings. The "normal" approach specified in 
The Ohio State University svilabus calls for an approach with two 
"notches" of flaps on final. Using the angle-of-attack system should 
enable the pilot to fly his attitude and visual pictures with greater 
consistency and accuracy. Tlie angle-of-attack concept places consid- 
erable emphasis on constant pitch attitude and the use of throttle to 
control flight path and hence angle of attack. 

The reconioended procedure begins with the downwind leg. The  air- 
plane is slowed so that the angle-of-attack needle is in the white flap- 
operating reuige. Aircraft is trimaed to relieve control wheel pressures. 
With pitch attitude about level the first notch of flaps is put on. 
Note how the angle-of-attack needle has moved to the right. Thus the 
effect of flaps was to increase the margin from the stall. It is now 
necessary to slow the airplane sc as to get the angle-of-attack needle 
in the blue region. This  can be done on the base leg by reducing power 
and with a very small pitch-up change. Since power controls flight path 
and rate of descent, too great a power reduction may lead to an increasing 
"sink" and increasing angle of attack. Although it may be desirable to 
increase the angle of attack so as to get needle to the left, one must 
remember the basic objective of the approach is to develop a visual 
picture of the runway and related references. Iherefore, pitch angle 
should be maintained as constant as possible, with flight path and sink 
being controlled by throttle. 

After the turn on to base has been made, the second notch of flaps 
is used. This addition of flaps again affects the angle of attack and 
the needle moves to the right. By responding with a reduction of 
throttle, trim change, and constant pitch attitude, the needle should 
move back to the blue region. The visua.". picture should be emphasized. 

If the approach is high on final ard power is reduced to idle, the 
only control left to affect the angle of attack is pitch. This  is 
undesirable since this often results in a "roller coaster" picture of 
the runway, making it very difficult to Judge altitude, closure rate, 
sink rate, and wind effects. 

Short Field Landings. The short field landing techniques is 
essentially the same as for normal landings with the following two major 
exC2ptions: 

(1) Full flaps are ased.  The first notch can be put on 
downwind; the second and third notches on base. 

(2) The appropriate angle of attack index on final is the 
A/c mark. 
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Wlad coalitions may alter this procedure. For strong gusty or cross 
winds, the approach can be modified for better controllability by using 
less flaps and/or «mailer angle of  attack. 
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APPENDIX   C 

FLIGhT TRAINING SYLLABUS 

Jta^e 1;    Presolo and Supervised Solo 

Orientation Phase 

Period 1 

Discuss the forces on the airplane in flight, axis of rotation, 
function of controls (including trim tabs and flaps,, and instru- 
ments.    Demonstrate preflight checklists, starting procedures, radio 
check, pre-takeoff check, and orient the student to tne practice 
areas. 

Period 2 

Review of Period 1.    Discuss and practice pre-flight inspection, 
starting, radio check, pre-takeoff procedures and flight instruments. 
Introduce and practice straight and level flight, level turns, straight 
climbs, climbing turns,  straight glides, gliding turns.    Before return- 
ing to the airport, call University Tower (121.1) to obtain surface 
winds and the runway in use.    Introduce and practice taxiing and the 
proper use of controls while taxiing. 

Period 3 

Discuss the principles of basic instrument flying. Demonstrate 
use of instruments and controls and explain function of each. Devote 
flight portion equally to visual and instrument flight with practice 
of straight and level turns. 

Pre-Solo High Work Phase 

Period U 

Discuss and review visually and on instruments the previous 
fundamentals such as straight and level and level turns and the use 
of the artificial horizon and directional gyro. Practice coordina- 
tion exercises, steep turns, takeoff and departure stalls, approach 
to landing stalls, torque correction in relation to airspeed, power 
changes, and takeoffs. Demonstrate the use of trim tab and its 
function. 

Period ; 

Discuss torque correction and the use of trim. Re/iew funda- 
mentals visually and on instruments the maneuvers of Period h. 
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Demonstrate spin entry from a stall and spin recovery techniques. 

Period 6 

Discuss local ground and air traffic patterns and  rules. Intro- 
duce takeoffs. Demonstrate and practice slow flig} t, practice take- 
off and departure stalls, approach to landing stalls, coordination 
exercises, and introduce power-off landing on return to the airport. 
On simulated instruments, practice straight and level climbing turns 
and gliding turns. 

Period 7 

Discuss air courtesy and discipline. Practice visually and 
on-instruments climbing and gliding turns, slow flight, and take- 
off and departure stalls. 

Pre-Solo Low Work Phase 

Period 8 

Discuss and practice takeoffs and landings,  traffic patterns 
and traffic-pattern entry,  taxi patterns, low-altitude forced land- 
ings on takeoff,  forward slips,  and crosswlnd takeoffs and landings. 

Period 9 

Discuss and practice power-on and power-off stalls visually 
and on instruments. Review straight and level and turns on simu- 
lated instruments. Demonstrate power-off spot landing. 

Period 10 

Discuss and practice slow flight and high-altitude emergencies. 
Call Columbus radio for winds aloft.  Practice takeoffs and landings. 
Review crosswind landings and takeoffs. 

Period 11 

Discuss and practice traffic-pattern entry, slips, use of 
flaps, takeoffs and landings. 

Period 12 

Discuss traffic patterns and emergencies.  Call Columbus radio 
for current Mansfield weather. Practice takeoffs and landings. 

Period 13 

Discuss traffic patterns and emergency procedures. Practice 
takeoffs and landings. 
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Solo Phase 

Period IM 

Discuss and practice takeoffs and landings including at least 
one emergency on takeoff and one crosswind landing. The instructor 
will supervise three solo takeoffs and landings. If the student 
is not ready to solo, this period may be repeated with practice on 
maneuvers either out of or in the traffic pattern on which the 
student may be deficient until the student is ready to solo.  (First 
supervised solo.) 

Period 1^ 

Instructor will supervise a minimum of five solo takeoffs and 
full stop laiidings.  (Second supervised solo.) 

Period 16 

Discuss, review, and practice crosawind takeoffs and landings, 
drift correction, use of flaps, and spot landings. Student will 
make at least four full stop landings solo.  (Third supervised 
solo.) 

Period 17 

Discuss the use of radio in control of ground and air traffic. 
Jtudent will practice takeoffs and landings as directed by the in- 
structor.     (Student will check radio prior to takeoff and will 
remain on the University frequency at all times while solo.) 

Period 18 

Written Stage 1 examination will be given by the instructor 
followed by a discussion of the results and appropriate recnmmen- 
dations. 

Period 1'^ 

Stage cneck by the check pilot and di.-cussion of student 
progress with appropriate recamnendations. 

Stage II;     Pre-Cross Country 

Post-Solo Proficiency Phase 

Period 20 

Introduce,  discuss, and practice 720-degree steep turns and 
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recovery from power-on spirals visually and on Instruments. Intro- 
duce shallow, medium, steep-banked turns to predetermined headings. 
Review takeoff and departure stalls, slow flight, and climbing and 
gliding turns. 

Period 21 

Introduce uod  ditJUSS level standard rate turns to predeter- 
mined headings. Practice straight climbs and descents and climbing 
and descending turns. 

Period 22 

Didcuss and practice visually and on-instruments recovery 
frcm spirals, slow flight, and approach to landing stalls.    Review 
traffic pattern and takeoffs and landings. 

Period 23 

Instructor will brief student before takeoff. Student will 
leave pattern and practice takeoff and departure strJJLs, approach 
to landing stalls, 720-degree turns, slow flight, and accuracy 
landings. Student should check radio prior to takeoff and will 
remain on University frequency aL all times while on local flight. 

Period 2k 

Discuss, review, and practice all stalls, 720-degree steep 
turns, slow flight, and accuracy landings. Inatructor should 
demonstrate use of cmni on this flight. 

Period 25 

Review previous period and introduce short field and soft 
field takeoffs and landings. 

Period 26 

Discuss and practice mcneuvers of Periods 2h and 25 eis directed 
by the Instructor.    Simulated forced landlnfa are strictly prohibited 
solo. 

Period 2? 

Discuss and practice climbs, descents, c.  mblng turns, and 
descending turns.     Introduce "C" pattern in level flight.    Practice 
turns to predetermined headings. 

Period 28 

Discuss and practice recovery from unusual altitudes. Practice 
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all vaxiations of landings and takeoffs, soft    field, short field 
crosswind, and full-stall landings. 

Period 29 

Discuss and practice maneuvers of previous periods as directed 
by the instructor. 

Period go 

Discuss and practice "C" patterns and radio procedures. 

Period 31 

Give a thorough briefing on pecularities of night flying, the 
eye, and night vision. Student shall, be made aware of good night- 
flying practices and precautions. Explain and demonstrate the 
Aldis lamp. Practice night landings. 

Period 32 

Written examination on State II will be given by the instructor 
and will be followed by a discuission of the results and appropriate 
recommendations. 

Period 33 

School check pilot. Complete proficiency check for Stage II 
with appropriate recommendations. Discussion follows check be- 
tween check pilot, student, and instructor. 

Stage III; Dual and Solo Cross-Country 

Period 3^ 

Discuss and practice at strange non-cont-'oiled and cciitrolled 
airports such as Delaware, Columbus Air Park, and Port Columbus. 
Demonstrate and practice use of the omni. At least one landing 
will be made each at a controlled and non-controlled airport. 

Period 3^ 

Discuss map preparation, checking weather prior to Lrkeoff, 
use of the computer, "Airmans1 Information Manual," or other publi- 
cations as necessary. The weather will be checked by use of tele- 
type reports. The weather bureau will be called only if supple- 
mentil information is necessary. All landings will be made at 
airports served by a control tower. At least one visit should be 
made to control tower, weather bureau, and flight service station 
during the flight. 
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Period 36 

The student sLould be chei, cd on map preparation, flight- 
preparation knowledge of airports at which he will land, under- 
standing of the anticipated weather he will encounter enroute plus 
additional forecasts and his plans 1-: the event he becomes lost or 
is forced down because of weather. At least one destination should 
be served by a control tower. Flight should be planned over a tri- 
angular course, making full-stop landings, closing flight plan, 
r' -filing a flight plan, and checking weather before departure on 
the next leg.  (OSU - Dayton - Marion - OSU) 

Period 37 

Discuss the various aids to night navigation which shall in- 
clude airway beacons, radio ranges, main highways, cities,  forced 
landings, flare equipment, radar surveillance units, and "lost 
procedures."   F?ight experience shall include navigat4-)n by pilot- 
age,  radio r^nge flying,  and communications with a radar installa- 
tion. 

Period 38 

Same af Period 36 except that one leg must be at least 200 
miles non-stop from the University Airport. This flight will be 
made to Purdue University Airport, West Lafayette, Indiana and 
Baer P'iexd, Ft. Wayne. Indiana. 

Period 39 

Give written examination of Stage III and discuss. 

Period kO 

School check pilot completion proficiency check for Stage III 
with appropriate reccmnendations. 

Stage IV;  Preparation for Course Cccgletion Check 

Period kl 

Discuss and practice all stalls, 720"  turns, climbing and 
gliding turns, slow flight, spirals, and high-altitude forced 
landings. The Instructor should stress good planning on all 
flight, i.e., logical sequence of maneuvers, remaining within 
specified area, etc. 
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Period k2 

Discuss and practice climbing and gilding turns, recovery 
from power-on spirals, turns to predetermined headings, recovery 
from unusual altitudes visually and on Instruments. 

Period ^3 

Discuss and practice maneuvers of Periods hi  and 1*2 as di- 
rected by the li.itructor. 

Period hk 

Discuss an', practice _jplete "C" pattern and radio procedures. 

Period Up 

Discuss and practice all maneuvers to date with emphasis on 
those outlined in the FAA private-pilot flight test guide. Pay 
particular attention to flight planning and the use of the radio. 

Period k6 

Give final written exam and discuss.  Record results appro- 
priately. 

'eriod h'f 

Instructor recocrnendation flight. Upon completion of flight, 
instructor completes student file. 

Period U8 

linal Flight Check 
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CRITERION TOR SAFE SOLO CROSS-COUNTRY 

The following is a list of items that should be observed before a 
student is declarec    . "e for solo cross-country.    Make a note of the 
total flight time U ident has and the date you make the decision 
the student is ready. 

1. Safe for solo - local. 

2. Demonstrate ability to control the aircraft through reference 
to instruments only. 

3. Demonstrate ability to make at least three safe crossvind 
landings and recover from a bounced crossvind landing; make 
a traffic pattern pull up and go around;  and enter a strange 
field. 

U. Demonstrate ability to make "positive" identification of 
ground objects and use the proper procedures in locating 
the next check points. 

3.    Demonstrate ability to navigate by pilotage: 

a. Holding heading as pre-flight planned. 
b. Make small adjustment to headings, ground speeds, 

and ETA's after first wind check. 
c. Maintain altitudes. 
d. Set directional gyro Iran magnetic compass. 

6. Demonstrate ability to navigate by VÜF radio aids: 

a. Intercept a radial. 
b. Track within one-half needle deflection to within 

three minutes of station. 
c. Track outbound  (same tolt.ances as 5c above). 

7. Be capable of locating and checking NOTAMS pertinent 
to his planned route. 

8. Understand ccnmini cat ions procedures and demonstrate 
ability to accomplish effective in-flight ccmnunica- 
tions, follow control tower instructions, and be en- 
couraged to ask for information desired without fear. 

9. Be able to locate   vll nav^agation and cconunications 
frequencies to be used on a planned cross-country 
flight. 
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10. Capable of identifying reported or observed weather con- 
ditions which would be adverse to the continued safety 
of that flight. 

U. Understand general procedures used in emergencies such 
as being lost, diverting to alternate field, and engine 
or mechanical malfunctions. 
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APPENDIX D 

FLIGHT CHECK PROFILES 

STAGE I FLIGHT CHECK 

All flight students participating in the FAA programs, including 
ROTC, will be flight checked in the period iBEßdiately following an 
accumulation of 1.5 hours flight time. This time is not to include 
Ground Trainer nor the initial "taxi and engine run-up" orientation 
period. 

The student will have the airplane selected, signed out, and pre- 
flighted. The check flight will be the same for all students and will 
adhere to the following profile as closely as possible: 

Engine ctart 
Radio check 
Taxi clearance  (Ohio State Ground, 121.7) 
luxiing 
Engine run-up 
Pattern check 
Takeoff clearance (Ohio Statt Tower, 121.1) 
Takeoff 
Standard departure and climb out 
Level off at 2500' 
Turn to specific heading 
Slow flight 
Takeoff and departure stall 
Approach to laading stall 
Simulated emergency 
Return to airport 
Pattern entry 
Landing 
Taxiing 
Shut down of aircraft 

Flight time is estimated to be about 20 minutes.     Results of the 
flight will be made available to the student by his  instructor. 

STAGE  II FLIGHT CHECK 

This flight chock will be  scheduled by the student's flight instruc- 
tor when the instructor determines that the student is prepared to go 
solo cross-country.     It is expected that this will occur after about 20 
hours of total flight time. 
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This check flight will include cross-country planning and navigation. 
The flight maneuvers to be checked are: 

Takeoff, departure, and climbout 
Slow flight at minlmnn controllability 
Ste^p turns 
Departore stalls 
Apprcac h to landing stalls 
Basic instruments 
Emergency procedures 
Short-field landings 
Cross-wind landings 

FINAL FLIGHT CHECK 

This flight check will be the standard examination for private 
pilot certification and will adhere to the requirements and standards 
as contained in the Private Pilot Flight Test Guide, AC 61-3A. 

The experimental students will take the flight check in an angle- 
of-attack-equipped airplane. The flight check will be conducted using 
the angle-of-attack instrumentation first, and then be innediately 
repeated with the angle-of-attack display made inoperative. 
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APPENDIX E 

PILOT PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION RECORD 

Student: 

Check Pilot: 

Date: 

Aircraft No. 

_Instructor: 

Jtype Check:_ 

Period No.: 

Hrs. Dual Solo 

Weather 
At beginning of flights; 

Wind 
_Headwlnd 
_Slight crosswind_ 
Direct crosswind 

At end of flight; 
_Uhchanged, or 

Velocity 
Under 10 kts, 

J.0 - 15 ktß. 
Over 15 kts. 

Turbulence 
_Calm 
Moderate 
Rough 

lottern traffic 
_None 
_1 - 3 planes 
More than 3 

Runways used 

Students Reactions 

Other 

_Nonnal 
Nervous 
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PREPLIGHT 

Kay, magnetos and control lock check: 

First thing       Later 

Walk around: 

Oil 

Gas Drain 

Hydraulic fluid 

Tires and brakes 

Aileron hinges 

Elevator hinges 

Rudder tinges 

Static airport 

Metal work 

Windshield 

Never 

Proper Sloppy 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

Forgot 

D 
D 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
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COCKPIT PROCEDURES 

Minor Errors O.K. Major Errors 

RADIO PROCEDURES 

Minor Errors 

TAXI PROCEDURES 

Cleararce from objects 
too close 

Taxi Speed 
Slow 

Use of brakes 
improper  insufficient 

RUMJP PROCEDURES 

Check list followed  

Minor Errors 

O.K. 

O.K. 

O.K. 

O.K. 

Major Errors 

Exaggerated 

fast 

too much 

Che'-.itllst ignored  

O.K. Major Errors 

Clearing the traffic pattern before T.O. 

No turns left turns  

part way     full 360' 

right turn 
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TAKE OFF 

Normal 

T.O.  ROLL 

X-Wind 

SQ'I 

Short field 

SO'L 

50'R 
Lift-off (or rotation) speed 

65 70 

BO'R 

75 50    55   60 

Torque correction 

rudder     aileron 

Runway alignment during climb 

Left    0    Right 

Lowest and Highest climb speed (mark two) 

70    75   80   85   90   95 

80 

100 

Greatest and Smallest angle of attack (mark two) 
 A  V A SLO A/C 

Pitch attitude during climb 

too high      constant too low 

Check for traffic 

before turn 

Traffic pattern exit 

Climbs Airspeed 

70   75  80   85 

Climbs Angle of Attack 

85 

105 

Soft field 

90 95 

110 115 

hunting; 
little 

a lot 

A/C 

duriiig turn      after turn 

correct        incorrect 

90  95  100  105  110  115  Variable 

[ 

Clearing turns Yes No 
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THANSITION TO LEVEL FLIGHT 

Power: correct_ 

Trim and altitude: correct_ 

STRAIGHT AND LEVEL FLIGHT 

Altitude 

Coordination: 

200 
100 

0 
100 
200 

skid O.K. slip 

incorrect_ 

incorrect 

Heading: 

Trim control: 

20°        10' 

Holding 

LEVEL FLIGHT TURNS  (minimum l80o) 

Altitude 200 
100 

0 
100 
200 

Coordination: skid O.K. 

back 
0 

forward 

slip 

10' 20° R 

Pressure 

Heading Error Recovery 

20u     10°     5' 0 ]0C 20c 
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STALLS - APPROACH 

1-180c Clearing turns:    No   Yes   2-900,s 

Entry rate:   slow   proper   fast 

Torque control during entry:    proper    Improper 

Coordination:    skid   OK   slip 

Bank angle:   shallow   medium   steep   variable 

Altitude change in the recovery: 

200 
100 
50 
0 
^O 

i/) 
<i00 

Heading change: 

ICT   20°   30°   40°   50°   60°   70°   80°   90c 

Pitch attitude at recovery: low    proper   high 

Throttle control recovery: 

early proper late 

Carburetor neat control on recovery: 

early proper late 

Rudder usage in recovery: 

too little        proper too much 
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STALLS  -  DEPARTURE 

2-90°'s Clearing turns: No Yes 

Kntry rate: slow proper fast 

Torque control during entry: proper 

Coordination: skid OK slip 

Bank angle: shallow medium steep 

Altitude change in the recovery: 

200 
100 
50 

0 
50 

100 
?00 

Heading change: 

id        26 30°       1+0°        50' 

Pitch attitude at recovery: 

early proper 

Throttle control recovery: 

early proper 

1-180° 

improper 

variable 

60°        70' 80' 

late 

90 

late 

Carburetor heat control on recovery: 

ec rly proper 

hudder usage in recovery: 

too little proper 

Ip.te 

too much 
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iT^tt? - Ari-FT.¥-RATTnrj 

Clearing turns: No Yes 2-90°'s 1-180° 

Entry rate: slow proper fast 

Torque control during entry prop»-x- improper 

Coordination: skid OK slip 

Bank angle: shallow medium steep variable 

Altitude change in the recovery: 

200 
100 
50 
0 

100 
200 

50* 60» 70»   80° 

low proper high 

Heading change: 

ior      200      300      her 

Pitch attitude at recovery: 

Throttle control on recovery: 

early proper late 

Carburetor heat contrjl on recovery: 

early proper late 

Rudder usage in recovery: 

too little proper too much 
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CIOW FLIGHT AT MIIJIMUM CONTROLLABLE AIRSPEED 

Iransitioa latfl siw flight: 

Thrattle and pit.-'h coordination: proper       linprcpor 

Altitude change: -200 -100 0 100 200 

Healing change: - 30°        - 20°        0° 10° 20° 30' 

Torque control: proper 

Airspeed: 

50 55       SO        65 

Airplane actually stalled at: 

kQ 1*5 

Angle of Attack: 

improper 

70       75 

nr A SLO 

Transition out of slow flight: 

Throttle and pitch coordination: 

Altitude change:    -200   -100 

Heading change:     - 30"   - 20' 

3o 

55 

85 ..o 

60 

Variable 

proper improper 

-50 0         50 100 

-10° 0°        20' 30 

200 

Airspeed: 

70  75  80  35  90  95  100  105  no 

Angle of Attack: 

yd SL0 
A 
A/C 

-v- 

r 

115 120 
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EMERGENCIES 

High Altitude 

Low Altitude 

Airspeed:    70 

Angle of Attack: 

75   80  85   90 

A- 
A 
A/C 

Selection of field: 

A/C procedures: 

Make the field: 

—V— 
Proper 

Proper 

Yes 

95 100 105 no 

Improper 

Improper 

No 
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Altitude: 

Heading: 

20° 10r 

Airspeed: 

75 80 

Angle of Attack: 

f^7 

A SLO 

85 

200 
100 
50 
0 

50 
100 
200 

» 

A 
A/C 

95 

Carboretor Heat and Po^er Reduction 

Early OK 

Maps: 5 

10' 

100 

20° 

105 

Variable 

110 

Ute 
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TURN TO BASE AND BASE LEG 

Indicated Altitude when turning on to base leg. 

1U00    1500    0600    1700 

Bank angle In this turn : 

shallow 

Coordination of the turn: 

Heading: 

-2Cf -ICf -5* 

1800 

oedlum 

skid OK 

steep 

slip 

l(f 2or Variable 

Airspeed on base leg. 

65 70 

Angle of Attack: 

75 80 85 90 

S 
^ 

SLO «'/c 
1 

1 
1 

^ r 

Pitch attitude:                       ■ hallow steep 

c onstant variable 

Clearing of traffic: Yes No 

Flap ■ : 1 2 

95      100 
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TURN TO FINAL 

Timing:     too soon 

Coordination:     skid 

Clearing of traffic:   yes 

A/S in turn:   60    55 

Angle of Attack: 

OK too late 

OK slip 

no 

70 T. 9o 95 

A SLO A/C 

FINAL APPROACH COURSE 

lype of landing: Nomal X-Wind Short field 

Alignment with runway: Left 0 Right 

Pitch Attitude: shallow stiep 

constant variable 

X-Wind Correction: Inadequate proper 

Throttle control: too little 0 too much 

Airspeed:       60        65 70        75 80 85 90 

Angle of Attack: 

?0 

Soft field 

A/C 

too much 

.oth 

95       Variable 

Flaps: 
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FLARE TO LANDING 

Altitule: Low 0 High 

Runway alignment: Left 0 Right 

TOUCH DOWN 

Pitch attitude: Low ö High V      C 

Impact:       Light Medium Hard Bounce 

ROLL OUT 

L IJ 

D 
~   

H 
1  
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APPENDIX F 

A MODIFIED t STATISTICAL TEST 

The experimental data In the form of flight check error scores 
presented a few difficulties for statistical analy-^s.    The first was 
the smallness and variability of the sample size, varying from 6 to 10 
for the uncombined groups.    The second was the nonhcoogeneity of sample 
variances.    The third was the unavoidable loss of data for scne students 
and scne maneuvers. 

In view of these problems, the validity of any sophisticated 
statistical analysis is weakened.    It was therefore determined that a 
modified /ersion of the standard t statistic be used.* 

This statistic, t', has the property that when ^, m Uf, t* has an 
approximate t distribution.    The probability distribution of t' has 
not been determined when M« does not equal ny. 

The expressions for the t'  statistic and the associated degrees of 
freedan, v, are 

t» = 

(n.        n7 J 

and 

where 

Ln-     nf J 
T~27? TTT. 

I 
S  Sv» 

(n«n)      {n,+l) 

- 2 

x, y are the sample meaas, 

s«2, ar
2 are the sample variances, and 

n« ,  ny arc the sample sizes. 

The staMard single-tail t tables are uaed to detei»ljie the signif- 
icance level. 

»Bowker and Lelberaan, Engineering statistics. Prentice-Hall, 1959, 
page 173. 
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APPENDIX G 

SELECTED METEOROLOGICAL DATA - WEATHER QiARTS 
(Autumn & Winter) 
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APPENDIX H 

STllDEI.'T BACKGROUNL QUESTIOI.7j;iRE 

1.    Naoe 

2.    Addresc Telephone No. 
Local 

Home Hczae 

3.    Age_ Blrthdate Place of Birth 

h.    Present Occupation Yrs.  in occupation 

5. Education: 
Years completed   High School 

College KOTC 

Decrees received 

6. Major and minor educational interest 

a.      

b. 

Years in each 

i. 

7.    Major hobbie.« or extracurricular activities 

a.  

b. 

Years is.  each 

8. Please check and describe your involvement from the following list 
of activities. 

 Automobile and motor repairs  
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Sailing (( «scrib« the type of ships) 

Motorboating (describe the moror types) 

Skiing (water or snow)  

„Ice skating or roller skating, 

Dancing  

_Rifle or pistol shootlng_ 

Outdoor canping  

Mountain climbing_ 

.Fishing^ 

.Other sports (please list and Indicate your level of skill) 

9. Military Service: 

Branch Dates 

Idghest rank_ 

Activitits 

10. How did you become interested in flying? 

U. How many houvs have you flown in a light airplane? 

As a student  As a passenger  

12, What aviation ground school courses have you had or will be taking 
concurrently with your flying? (and dates) 

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.   
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13* What are your present Intentions after you have learned to fly? 

lU. How many hours per week are you prepared to devote to: 

Flight Instructiona  

Ground school Instruction 

15. If you have had previous flight instructions, what opinions do you 
have regarding the type of flight instructor you would like? 

l£.    Without having previous flight instruction, how would you answer 
the above question? 

17. Would you object to a female flight instructor? 
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APPENDIX I 

Date 

INSTRUCTOR QUESTIONNAIRE NO. 1 

Certificate No. 

A«e 

Male       Female 

Birthdate 

CPI Erplratloo Date  

Married       Single 

Please check those which you have: 

ATR      Coanerclal-Airplane 

Land 

Sea 

Single Engine 

Multi-engine 

Instruments 

Current Total Flight Time  

Current Total Instrument Time: 

Current Total Instruction given 

Simulated 

Flight Instructor-Airplane 

Instruments 

Ground Instructor 

Basic 

Advanced 

Instruments 

Actual 

Current Total Instrument Ins true ticsn given 

Educational Degrees: 

Major Subject: 
Minor Subject: 

Career Objectives: 

Name(s) of your angle-of-attack students: 

Naaie(s) of your control group students: 
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APPENDIX J 

QUESTIONNAIRE NO. k 

Requires at most one hour 
No books or other aidj to be used 

1. By using a dlagran show the aeaning of the following terns: 

Pitch angle 
Flight path angle 
Angle of Attack 

2. Explain the tem relative wind. 

3. WJia^ la mecL.t  by angle of incidence? 

-♦. Vftiat i^ the flight attitude of an aircraft when pitch angle, flight 
^ath angle -ind angle of attack are equal? (Assume angle of 
Incidence =»0) 

5. a. What ic the aircraft's attitude when just the flight path angle 
and angle of attack are equal? 

b. For this condition what is the approximate mlue of the pitch 
angle? 
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6.    List at least three maneuvers where the pitch angle and  uv ie of 
attack remain constant (but not necessarily equal) 

7*    Discuss briefly the relationship between airspeed and angle of 
attack. 

8.    List some of the errors inherent in any angle of alt;, k system. 

9.    List some of the errors inherent in the airspeed system. 

10.    List those maneuvers which result in a different, angle of attach 
value at the stall (assume the Cherokee iho) 

11.    a.    Explain the meaning of "Slow Flight at. Minimum Controllable 
Airspeeds". 

b.    How would you determine this flight condition? 
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12.    Complete the following table by plftctng the given nunbers in A-O-A 
COIUDD on the appropriate place of the A-O-A scale,    (control 
students to complete only the airspeed column) 

notation 

Angle of Attack 

1 

Airspeed Range 

Initial climbout 
Best, rate of climb 
Max angle of climb 

2 
3 

Cruise 

Slow flight at "minimum 
controllable Airspeed" 

No flaps 
Pull flaps 

5 

Entry to approach stall 
No flaps 
Full flaps 

7 
■3 

Entry to depature ctall 
(no flaps) ' 

Initial rocovery frco staJL*: 10 

Downwind leg 11 

Base leg 
Normal landing 
Short field landing 

12 
-3 

Final leg 
Normal landing 
Short field landing 15 

VA Sl.O A/C 

-A- 

■v- 
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13* Date(s) and score(s) of private pilot written examination. 

lU. How would you estiaate your knowledge of th^ role of angle of attack 
and its use? 

 Excellent Good ioor 

13»    Do you feel you can display your understanding of it better 

 by perfonnance in the     by diccus^ion on the 
airplane ground 

l£.    Estimate the emphasis given by your instructor to your under- 
standing of angle of attack. 

 considerable 
 same as for other things excluding airspeed 
   same as for airspeed 

_yery little 

17. How would you Judge your Instructor's knowledge of "angle of attack"? 

 very good 
 good 

not so good 

Questions 18-27 apply only to the angle of attack students. 

l8. Estimate the value you received from the training manual on angle 
of attack. 

 of great value      of some value      of no value 

19. How would you Judge your instructor's attitude about the angle of 
attach system? 

 enthusiastic       indifferent       negative 

20. How do you feel about the Angle of Attack System as an aid in your 
learning to fly? 

very good   _good   _not so good   _aGtuaily hindered 
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21.    What aftneuvers Li your flight training do you fe«l it helped (if 
at all)?    Check by numbers:    1 ■ most, 2 ■ next most, etc. 

 Takeoff and clixnbouts 
 Cruine flight 
 Clow flight  Not at all 

_3taJ_Lc 
Approaches and landings 

22.    Where in yet r flight training do you feel it helped (if at all)' 
Chfick by numbers as in above quertion, 

 ire-solo 
 Solo 
 Pre-^ross country         Not at all 

Cross country 
Final preparation 

23. Did you have tuiy difficulty in using airspeed information? 

 yes     no 
 if yes, how so 

2'J . Do you beieive you could fly with 

Just atigle of attack alone yes   no 
Airspeed alorg  yes   no 

25. If both ar.gxe of attach and airspeed information were available to 
you, estimate the relative value of their use in percentages? 

 angle of attack 
 airr: peed 

26. Did maintenance of reliability jf the angle of attack system have 
any bearing on your progress? 

n 
_yes, please describe 
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27. What oplnlooB do you have regarding your Involvenent in this angle 
of attack program 

 cooatructive 
 _ir.fonaativ« only 

indifferent 
negative 
other, please explain 

Date Time started Completed 
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APPENDIX K 

INSTRUCTOR QUESTIONNAIRE NO. 2 

1. Name Date 

Thl 3 fom is to be ccopleted fcr each of your control and/or 
experimentaü. group stuents. 

2. Student's Name 

3. Student's personality (as you know it). 

Reserved  

Less Intelligent  

anutlonal  

Humble  

Sobe r  

Expedient  

Shy  

Tough-Minded  

Trus ting  

Practical  

Forthright  

Placid  

Concervative 

Group-tied 

Casual 

Relaxed 

Low Anxiety 

Introversion 

Responsive Einotlonality 

_Control 
"Experimental 

Outgoing 

More Intelligent 

Stable 

Assertive 

Happy-Go-Lucky 

Conscientious 

Venturesome 

Tender-Minded 

Saspicious 

Imaginative 

Shrewd 

Apprehensive 

Experimenting 

_Se If-Sufficient 

Controlled 

Tense 

High Anxiety 

Extraversion 

T^ugh Poise 
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Dependency 

Low Potential Leadership^ 

Independence 

JHlgtr Potential Leadership 

Less Creativa Personality- Creative Personality 

k.   Student's Skill Aptitudes (as you know it). 

Mechanics 

Self-Expression 

Riysical Coordination 

Judgement of Distances 

Judgement of Angles 

Judgement of Sink Bate 

Depth Perception 

Sense of Speed 
(or speed change) 

Poor Superior 

Poor 

Poor 

Poor_ 

Poor_ 

Poor_ 

Poor, 

Poor 

_Superior 

_Superior 

Superior 

Sujeriur 

Superior 

_Superior 

Superior 
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RATE OF LEARNING MI ill, 
r./*fli /Mi^ 

f -P H J*Mf*Ju 
Level flight and turns 

Transitions 

Trim control 

Stall series 

Slow flight 

Basic instruments 

(regular 

Take-offs (short field 

(soft field 

(regular 

Landings (short field 

(x-wind 

Airport patterns 

Flight planning 

X-C Navigation - VOR 

X-C Navigation - Pilotage 
& D.K. 

Emergency procedures 

General Judgement 

Control coordination 

Radio coomunicatlons 
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6. How veil do you belelve the student understands the following con- 
cepts? (Do not now discuss this with the student.) 

Rolling friction 

Induced drag 

Conditions to accelerate 
quickly 

Fitch attitude 

Flight Path Angle 

Angle of Attack 

Throstle    (altitude 
control of ( 

(airspeed 

Fitch      (altitude 
control of ( 

(airspeed 

Effect on 
I'adlcated 
airspeed 
cue to 

(gross weight 

bank angle 

(temperature 

ambient pressure 

( 
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7. In teaching of slow flight, vhat flep setting 
do you nonnally use? _______________^ 
what corresponding airspeed (or angle-of-attack)_ 
What bank angle for level turns ' 

8. How do you define slow flight at minimum controllable airspeed? 

9. In short field landings: 

What flap setting sequence do you use? 

What airspeed and/or angle of attack? 

Where do you tell them to touch down with respect to the runway 
approach edge? 

What criteria do you lay down for abort or "go-around" on the short 
field landings? 

10. How would you generally describe the student's progress in light of 
your past experience? 

At first: 

Pre-solo phase: 

Solo phase: 

X-C phase: 

Final preparation: 

slow  fast  average        other 

11. What Influence did weather play in the progress of your student? 
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12. What influence did equipment failure (or unreaJLlability)play? 

13« For the angle-of-attack students; (assume no malfunctioning) 
a) What is your general opinion of it? 

b) Where did you think it helped the student? 

e) Where did you think it hampered the student? 

d) How much do you beleive your own understanding of the device 
and its behavior have either helped or hampered your teaching? 

e) If available again in subsequent quarters, would you use it 
differently?  

f) Do you feel you need more experience with the system to under- 
stand it better?      

g) Would more in-flight demonstration and observation help? 

Or would s written manual on the subject suffice?  

Or both?       

lU. How closely do you feel you followed the school syllabus? 

13»   With what things In the school syllabus did you find the most 
difficulty? (In either following or teaching?) 
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APEEMDIX L 

SELECTED FLIGCT INSTRUCTOR C(MffiNTS 

A number of questions on an Instructor Questionnaire asked for 
opinions regarding the role of weather and the angle-of-attack instru- 
mentation. The pertinent cccnents are reproduced in this appendix. 

Question; What influence did weather play in the progress of your 
student? 

Instructor Cconnents 

II:  C2 - Not too much; during the second week he encountered 
rough air, which alarmed him a bit 

12: Eh - Weather slowed progress considerably 
Ell - No more than average 
ETö - Average - did not particularly hinder him 

Ck - Weather slowed progress considerably 
Cll - Average problems - no great factor 

lU:  E* - Bad weather adversely affected his progress 

15:  El - Couldn't fly many times, sometimes 1 or 2 weeks 
E2 - Waited 3 weeks to go on long X.C. 

16:  C6 - Weather was a factor in my student's progress. 
There were occasions when it prevented my student 
from flying for several days 

17:  E6 - Some due to poor weather conditions existing for his 
solo X.C. 

C5 - Not as much as the fact that the student was out for 
2]  weeks with a stomach ulcer 

19:  E7 - A good deal because the student was slow to solo; 
after solo not much 

Cd - Gerne 
Ell - A great deal 

110:  El - None, except student was unable to finish the 38 hours 
in one quarter's time 

Cl - Bad weather forced us to fly more in the last week 
of the quarter than was anticipated 

£♦. These student« did not complete the program. 
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113: E15 - There were a great many days when we were unable to 
fly because of weather, this probably slowed the 
student's progress 

C9 - Bad weather hindered progress 

Question; What Influence did oqulpnent failure (or unreliability) play? 

12: Ek - The  angle of attack made It Impossible to use It as 
consistently as desirable 

13:  E* - Considerable 

Ik:      E* - Inoperative angle-of-attack adversely affected his 
progress 

15:  El - When our plane was grounded there were rarely others 
available and these had differences in the indicators 
that caused sane confusion 

E2 - Bad Influence - couldn't fly many tines because our 
plane was grounded and the others were flying. When 
we did fly another plane, the angle-of-attack Instru- 
ments were very different -o the student often was 
confused in the varloup eatings 

l6:  C6 - At first this was a factu  however, as the quarter 
moved on, it no longer wa. a factor 

17:  B6 - Very little - possibly two days lost 

19:  E7 - A good deal in the beginning because the angle-of- 
attack instrument was not always reliable 

Ell - A great deal 

Il6;  E6 - None (equipment good) 
ElU - None 

Question; For the angle-of-attack students (assume no malfunctioning) 
(a) What la your general opinion of it? 
lb) Where did you think it helped the student? 
(c) Where did you think it hampered the student? 
(d) How wich do you believe your own understanding of the 

device and its behavior have either hel*>ed or hampered 
your teachings? 

II:      13 - (a) It Is of training value 

B» Ibese students did not complete the program. 
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E5 - 

(b) 

(c) 
(d) 

fei 

E9 -I 

12:  EU - 

Ell - 

El6 - 

15:  El 

13:  E* - (a 

(b 
c 
Id 

(a 
Cb 

(c 
(d 

Demonstrating angle-of-attack, slow flight, turns, 
stalls, etc. 

Didn't hamper the student 
I donH believe it hampered; I feel I understand 
the instrument 

Rather unneeded on Cherokee-type planes 
m demonstrations of slow flight, stall, steep 
turns, G-factors, etc. 

Never actually hampered the student 
1 feel I understood the instrument; it helped 
Generally, it's a good instrument which gives 
very practical information 
It helped a comprehension of the concept of 
angle-of-attack 

Little 

OK generally 
Takeoffs and landings 
It is no help in cruise or transitions 
My complete unf amiliarity with the Instrument 
made my attempt to instruct with it very 
Ineffective 

Very good 
In slow flight and landings and general 
understanding of why certain things happen 

I saw no hindrance at all 
It has helped a great deal even with control 
and non-program students 

Very good 
On slow flight - landings - understanding why 
certain things happen 

I saw no hindrance at all 
It has helped a great deal even on control and 
non-program students 

Nothing to write home about. Good if 
optlsam performance is desired 

Didn't 
Both alrwork and pattern 
Neither 

Should be used to back up the airspeed 
Seeing hew the plane stalls in different 
attitudes and airspeeds 
änoothness 
I could have presented it more effectively 
if I could have observed other cenpetent people 

E» These students did not complete the program. 
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E2 - (a) I think It should only he used as a hack-up 
Instrument used in conjunction with the 
airspeed, 

(h) Seeing hew the plane stalls In different attitudes 
and airspeeds 

On smoothness 
understood It fairly well; however, I wasn't 

sure on how to teach It effectively 

a 

(c) Or 

17:  E6 - (a) I helieve that it is a heneflt to heginning 
students, however. It seems to neither add to 
or detract freu further learning past 15 to 
20 hours of instruction and It has no use as 
far as 1 can see in instrument instruction. It 
appears to he an excellent aid when one is 
concerned with optimum performance of one 
aircraft; however, I helieve the average private 
pilot has no real uce for such performance, 

(h) It helped to demonstrate how, by changing the 
attitude of the airplane, it would climb, 
descend, or remain at cruise; also aided in 
demonstrating the loss of vertical lift 
component in turns and stalls 

(c) Sometimes student fixated on it and would change 
the pitch attitude too fast for the angle-of- 
attack meter to catch up. Also, my student 
ccmnented that after 13 hours he did not rely 
on the meter any longer 

(d) In some ways my teaching of this device to 
the student was hampered because it was not 
explained to me properly in the first place; 
however, a thorough understanding aids in the 
presentation of this device 

19s  E7 - (a) Good reference instrument only 
Pitch attitude 
At the start because of its unreliability 
Not much 

EU - (a} Good reference instrument only 
In pitch attitude 
At the start because of its unreliability 
Not much 

110:  El - (a) Useful in scne areas for student 
ib) In stall series, slow flight, and steep turns 
(c) On approaches and landings - angle-of-attack 

lagged behind airplane and airspeed indicator 
(d) None 
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Ill:  E8 - (a) Value is limiteii 
(V) Don't think it did 
(c) None outside of mechanical failure 
(d) ^ lack of experience and briefing in use 

of angle-of-attack hampered, at least to a 
slight degree, the student 

112: El? - (a) OK 
No factor tl No factor 

(d) It didn't 

113: E15 - (a) It's a good instrument and a good teaching aid 
(b) I think it helped the student understand the 

relationship of various aircraft configurations 
(power, flaps, etc.) to angle-of-attack much 
better than diagrams or verbal descriptions 

(c) I don't think it did hamper the student 
(d) The instrument enabled me to see angle-of- 

attack in action and therefore helped me 
explain angle-of-attack better 

I ll+: E10 - ja) Great 
(b) In understanding basic aerodynamics 
(c) Rotation 
(d) Hexp if anything 

I 15: E12 - (a) Great 
(b) Slow flight, approaches 
(c) Aircraft limitations, early stall recovery 
(d) Not really injured, but I wasn't satisfied 

I 16:  E6 - (a) Good 
(b) Stalls at beginning and final prep slow flight- 

approaches 
(c) Didn't 
(d) Should have known more 
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APPENDIX M 

SELECTED OBSERVER COMMENTS 

COMMENTS BY THE DEPARTMENT OF AVIATION'S CHIEF FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR 

Organization and Administration 

It would have been advisable to have had the equipment that was 
used in the latter part of the program, or second quarter, at least one 
quarter in advance of the time we started the project. This would have 
enabled our flight instructors to fly a group of students with the  equip« 
ment prior to the start of the projec^ As a result we would have been 
better able to train beginning students using the angle-of-attack 
indicators. Since this type of indicator had not been used before in 
primary training, there was a period of experimentation and mistakes in 
instructional techniques which could have been avoided had we been able 
to use the equipment before starting the project. We thought initially 
that sufficient checkout procedures had been established, but we found 
it necessary to change techniques after getting into the program. The 
angle-of-attack equipment used during the second quarter was much 
better and much more reliable than that used the first quarter. In 
fact, most instructors stated the new angle-of-attack indicators were 
much better than the airspeed indicators. 

Comnunic at ions 

Problems in conmunications stenaned mainly from the fact that there 
was not complete understanding initially by all persons concerned as to 
how the angle-of-attack indicator was to be used. I beleive, however, 
this problem was straightened out during the second quarter and there 
were few problems in communications. 

Standards 

Standards for flight checks were the same as required for any 
primary students.   A check procedure was established that, in   ny 
opinion, did a good Job of determining student performance.    The chief 
flight instructor did the majority of the checks prior to the final 
check ride, therefore, differences because o"1" several check pilots 
should have been minimized. 

Flight Performance 

I believe there were detectt..->le differences in the way the experi- 
mental group performed in the early stages of flight training.    They 
were better able to cope with cl5afc and descent attitudes and there was 
generally less hunting or chasing of these attitudes.    Climbouts after 
takeoff were much oetter, with little or few changes in pitch.    This 
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was especially noticeable at the stage I check flight when students in 
general have a tendency to over control. Approaches to the airport 
were steadier in respect to pitch and there was a definite tendency 
for the experimental group to have a lower indicated airspeed on the 
approach than the students in the control groups. As a matter of fact 
I have the feeling from observation, but cannot verify, that speeds 
among all our students on approaches were reduced as a result of the 
experimental group using the angle-of-attack instruments. Prior to 
this we have had some problems with students using too fast an approach 
to landings. Instructors may have found that the aircraft can be flown 
safely at slower airspeeds on the approach to a landing, thus affecting 
the performance of all students. 

It was definitely proved and agreed upon by everyone that the air- 
speed indicator is a rather inaccurate method of measurement. Another 
area that might show some difference is the area of slow flight or 
flight at minimum controllable airspeed. I do not recall at this time 
whether there was a marked difference between the control students and 
the experimental groups. Toward the end of the program the differences 
in the students evened out with the exception that the experimental 
group consistently flew slower approach speeds than the control group. 
This  was especially true in the short-field landing phases. I would 
say also that it reened as though their approach path on the short- 
field landing was generally better than that of the control group. 
This was because usually the attitude of the aircraft was more consist- 
ent, with fewer changes in pitch and angle of attack. 

Maintenance 

Maintenance of the original equipment installed the first quarter 
was a problem. When cold weather came, we had difficulties because of 
instruments sticking. 

This sticking caused some problems and erratic readings. As a 
result it was difficult for the instructor and students to trust or to 
rely completely on the instrument readings. In addition there were 
other difficulties in the maintenance of the angle-of-attack indicators, 
vanes, and other components. The second quarter after the new equip- 
ment was installed the angle-of-at tack indicator seemed to work almost 
entirely free of error and very few problems were encountered. One or 
two of the vanes were broken and whether this was because of moving 
aircraTt in the hangars or other reasons ic not known. The vanes were 
covered with protective hoods when hangared. nils was not a problem 
since parts were read' 'y accessible and easily replaced. Other than 
this, I do not know of any difficulties experienced in the working of 
the equipment. 1 am sure the new set containing the new dial was much 
better and easier to read than the initial equipment used the first 
quarter. 
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Training 

The  students selected seeoed to be a reasonable sampling of those 
the Department of Aviation normally trains In any given time. Some 
students were quite good, and of course! there were a few that were 
not good. I feel that, especially for the second quarter, the use of 
the angle-of-at tack equipment was helpful and the students enjoyed 
using It. The Instructor and student relationships were very good and 
every effort was made on the part of both Instructors and students to 
use the angle-of-at tack Indicators to the best advantage for the pur- 
poses of this project. 

Weather 

Weather during the Autumn quarter was a serious problem and pro- 
hibited us from finishing on schedule. In addition, the weather during 
the first part of the Winter Quarter, the month of January especially, 
was too bad for initial training. As a matter of fact there was one 
week In January when we failed to fly because of low ceilings and pre- 
cipitation consisting of snow and rain. Toward the middle and the end 
of the Winter Quarter, however, the weather did improve and we were 
able to proceed with our training program. We were, however, consider- 
ably behind schedule. 

Training aids 

It might have been advantageous f.a the beginnlne of the project or 
the first quarter to have had training aids in the form of mock-up or 
film about the angle-of-attack equlpntnt and its usage. Howeve: , there 
was nothing available to our knowledge concerning the use of this equip- 
ment In a primary training program. We employed the usual training 
aids which we have In our primary work, and which involved film and the 
use of ground trainers. The use of the ground trainer did not seem to 
make any difference as far as the angle-of-attack students were concerned. 

COWENTS BY THE DEPARTMENT OF AVIATION'S FAA DESIGNATED EXAMINER 

In the course of examining students for a private pilot certifi- 
cates, as a designates pilot examiner, I have tested many of the angle- 
of-attack students involved in the experimental program. For data 
collection purposes, each student performed the flight maneuvers 
required for the private certificate with the angle-of-at tack Indicator 
operating; then the maneuvers were repeated with the Indicator turned 
off In order to comply with FAA regulations covering flight test pro- 
cedures. 

The differences between indlvloual performances with and without 
the angle-of-at tack indicator are, in my Judgment, very sJlght. liiere 
were two Instances that Impressed me as being significant. One student 
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using the angle-of-attack device was excuting a simulated emergency 
landing. His last turn to the field was low and the bank steep, a 
situation that can rapidly beccoe hazardous. He vever the student held 
the angle-of-at tack indicator in the proper place and turned smoothly 
with no loss of airspeed. Hie second case occurred duH«" •••«*«,*-- 
with th«. «Mi^le-of-«ttack Instrumentation turned off. The student began 
chasing the airspeed and consequently made a poor approach and a hard 
landing. The students using the angle-of-attack Indicator consistently 
oade their final approaches at a slower airspeed than those not using 
the device. 

It oast be noted here also that the students being test«d for the 
private certificate had been practicing the required maneuvers without 
the angle-of-at tack device in the latter stages of the program and aay 
have lost sane of thoir originally gained proficiency with the instru- 
ment. 

I would cay the differences between an angle-of-attack student 
and a non angle-of-r.t tack student at the private pilot proficiency 
level are impossible to detect with any degree of confidence. 

NARRATIVE BY THE PRINCIPAL OPERATIONS INSPECTOR FROM THE FAA GENERAL 
AVIATION DISTRICT OFFICE AT COLUMBUS 

This report is \n evaluation of angle-of-at tack student E9 con- 
ducted in visual flight conditions at The Ohio State University Airport, 
Columbus, Ohio, on March 28, 1968. Weather condition was light to 
moderate turbulence. Aircraft used was Piper PA-28, N190SU. Flight 
time was k2 minutes. 

Takeoff 

liiere was a slight crosswind on Runway 23. Applicant maintained 
proper heading and rotation was normal. He established the proper 
drift correction and attitude on the climb out. Traffic exit was also 
satisfactory. 

Flight at Minimum Controllable Airspeed 

Throttle and iievator coordination were good and he established 
the minimum speed osing good trim and control techniques. Heading was 
maintained within 10* and altitude varied from 50 feet above to 50 feet 
below his altitudf. During the recovery to straight and level flight 
normal enisle, th .• appxicant decended 100 feet below his altitude. 

departure Stalls 

Executed in a satisfactory manner with only minor errors noted in 
coordination. Procedures were good. 
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Approach to a Landing Stall 

Executed in a satisfactory manner with only minor errors noted In 
coordination. Procedures were good* 

Accelerated Stalls 

Good techniques and satisfactory aircraft control 'ere used and 
the heading change waa 30* with a gain of 50 feet in altitude. Again 
the applicant used good procedures and maintained good ccamand of the 
aircraft. 

Steep Turn« (Right) 

Excuted with a U^* bank and was maintained fairly constant. Coor- 
dination was fair with only a mild slip resulting. In 360° of turn the 
applicant gained 100 feet. 

finergencies 

A high-altitude forced landing was given to the student and he 
used good procedures, selected a good field, maintained a constant 
pitch attitude.    His maneuvering to final approach was very good and 
he would have made to field. 

Traffic Pattern 

The applicant entered the traffic pattern properly and coa&itted 
only minor errors in altitude control and heading control on downwind 
and base legs.    His turn to final was satisfactory.    On the first 
landing the applicant performed satisfactorily and in fact used good 
techniques.    On the second landing the applicant leveled off high and 
continued with the landing process to a point that the inspector was 
required to apply power and stop the student's control action.    Con- 
dition at the time was wind 15 knots with gaatr.    At the time the 
inspector made the corrective action the angle-of-at tack instrument was 
in the slow edge of the yellow range with a high rate of descent.    In 
the post-flight briefing, the applicant was quizzed as to his actions 
and he stated that he had not been cross checking the angle-of-at tack 
instrument nor was he congnizant of the visual attitude of the air- 
craft, and that he was concentrating on the airspeed indicator.   When 
quizzed as to why he was not crass checking the angle-of-attack indica- 
tor, he stated that he was getting up to a point near his private 
pilot test and that he waa trying to rely on the airspeed indicator in 
preparation for the test in acticlpation of taking the test in an air- 
craft not equipped with an angle-of-attack indicator. 
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APPENDIXN 

DESCRIPTION OF THE APTITL'DE AND PERSONALITlf TESTS 

The following tests were voluntarily taken by most students in the 
program. The tests were to be taken within the first week of flight 
training. The descriptions which follow are liaited to statements of 
purpose and are extractions frou the test's manual of directions. 

Otis; 

This test attempts "to measure mental ability, thinking power, or 
the degree of maturity of the mind." It Is a timed test, allowing 30 
minutes. Tbu norm for adults (age 16 or over) Is U2, 

vens-aennett Mechanical Conprehenaion Test - Form CC 

This test "Is designed to measure the ability of an Individual to 
understand various kinds of physical and mechanical relationships. The 
capacity to recognize the causal relationships Involved In these probl 
is of value In courses in engineering, physics, chemistry, mathematics, 
and most branches of mechanics. Military experience has shown that 
mechanical comprehension is valuable for those engaged In the operation 
and maintenance of complex mechanical devices. There is no time limit, 
but little is gained by allowing more thar forty-five minutes." The 
norm for college seniors Is Uj, 

Flanagan Aptitude Clasaiflcation Tests 

Selected tests from the complete Flanagan ACT battery were given. 

Test 1 - Inspection; 
Ability to spot flaws or Imperfections In a series 
of articles quickly and accurately. Maximum score 
Is 80. 

Teat 7 - Judgnent and Comprehension; 
Ability to read with understanding, to reason logi- 
cally, and to use good Judgment In practical 
situations. Maximian score Is 2U. 

Test 9 - Planning: 
Ability to plan, organize, and schedule; ability to 
foresee problems which may arise and to anticipate 
the l<est order 'or carrying out the various steps. 
Maximian score is 32. 
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Te«t 1$ - Alertness: 
Ability to perceive a dangerous eltuation and to 
identify the specific action that is needed, 

•core is 36. 

Cattall-Eber Sixteen Personality Factor Test 

This test "is a factor analytically developed personality question- 
naire, designed to neasure the major diaenslons of human personality 
ccaprehensiTBly in young adults and adults trcm 16  or 17 years to late 
maturity." There is no liidt, but 60 minutes appears to be adequate. 
A copy of the score sheet is attached und is self explanatory. 
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TfNOt* MMDfD. «a»aa«at. tvt< »itiaciM iMtniva 

SUSPICIOUS. Mlf-taimaaalM. *•• ta taai 

lauciNATivi. »'taaa« «a •« ">"•' Mt«"ci«t. caiaMaa 
ti ataciKai ■anau. kakaaMa« 

SnaivO, caKwlali«!, »aiMiir  paoaiiatxif 
A^PMIMINSIVI. «aiiiriar «•«•aati««, tia^ita 

■ IPIRIMIMTIMC. cuiKai. iikaiai, aaaiyticai. tiaa-ikt*ki«| 

SILP-SUPf ICIIMT. pit'tit tm% ••oaiaat. ia*a«ca(Mi 

COMTKOLLIO. Mciaiiy kiaciM. Mii-aitciaima«. 
canfaitiva 

TIMSI. ativa*. a*ai<nati»l. halfti 

Second Order Factors and Derivative Predictions 

IN. "•MOAO     TMA.TS 

IITIAVIRSION     VS..IWTaOVltSIOM 

AMIIffTy.VS.- AOJUSTMtMT 

AL««T POtSI    -W-   MS^OMSIVI 
CMOTMMALIT^ 

iNDIH-DlKCf . VS.-SU»OUIOMf SS 

A ki|k tc»<t <n«<(*iti a MciaHy a«i |ai*|. «••«»■»•it« aaitt«. gaaa tl 
•afciaf ctalacl«. »kda txt la« »ten iMtcalai aa i«tia«*il. kalk ik|r aa< 
aaM-aaffwi««! 

Tka tcata tk*»t ika l«««l af aanaty >• ika caootaiy accaaiaa Mata, «kick 
■ »» kt ti.»*. aaaiittita tti aaiaial «itaaliaaai laaaaai a« auy ka aaiwalic ia 
a«<|Mi. 

Mi(» »ltd Mit tcftt laiicala aa talatptitiag. kaciti*«, itwailmkakl« 
aa'M'alily. Tka it» tcaia paMla la a ptntn aaia «ttai» aaMliaaali» aaa- 
i rtiva (aiAM k* aaatiaat. aM liaMa 't aaia imtti tiiaa aM Aattaaaiaa. 

H.g.. tea a« katakaa aa au<e*»i*a. ia<aaaaital. ttit «••t<i^a| aai*«<> it» 
utitt. a gjtMP «i»ti»«»ni   «fitatkia, PJ^ .» aataaatltly. 

«futOTK  TaiMO 

LlkOflSHIf 

CMATIVITY 

A k>i« »tata laaicatat ciaaaaaii la Ik« aaiaaaalily a* '•»■t»Pi» «■»«"•»•- 
aaiM«lict.  A la* »€»•« latfKalai akaaata al aaaialic «iltKMllia«. 

A »ig» »••<» iMKalat IM ifpt «< ptittn aiaciak l« laatfaiakia ia (t<t it 
lac« •■«■«>   a '«■ tcata a *••»«• »ka naaM aal aaUnaiiir laa« ia caaa l« a 
taaaattktt paaiiwa. 

Nig« utit »Aa«« ika lypa «• aaxaaalily «kick > ciaaliva aa< «.«»i .t ia 
mi a>aa ia skKk k« potttttti Ika akilily aa4 kaiaia| Mai it. Ika faaaiti 
Maiiacr la «ratk ciaativaiy <• Miaaca, lilaiMwa. ail. at HM t»t<» ««> it;. 
ale., laflataiatt al ftaM. C'tjt »•!». M caaliatl l« I««IIM afticiaacir, it, at 
catata. ••! aacattaiily Aatitakla ia »tu» acca«a(t«M. 

M M   t... *  a (.A O. CMV•#>•Ok*'lMlla<a*,M**l'>■••M'■** * •*■'••» '•••••5- '•»<   l*M. "♦*'   IWI. IM. ••»'     «ftaaj 
a MI til «fia ti «»«ti >*m %—mm U«.»«, >«nm «»••, %'—»••< •-' u«..»...i (•**>+* C —f w •.s?r tmimU O..... Ckttt a«. "• — •   »'IJO 

an ..«!•• .M«-*« k« "»'. 


